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Open Forum calls for
students to speak out
By Michelle Purdum
News Reporter
The stricter enforcement of
residence hall alcohol policies
and the banning of kegs from
fraternities were the main topics
discussed at an open mike forum,
attended by about 75 students,
held Thursday on T-Hall lawn.
The purpose of the forum
was to give students a chance to
express their concerns, according
to Bill Mautz, Jr., member of
Students of America and the
World, who helped organize the
event.
"We're caught up in the
disease of apathy," said Mautz.
"Students have power. They can
use that power to be a positive
force within their community."
To the accompaniment of
the tolling of T-Hall's bell and
the light drizzle of rain, one
University leader after another
took the mike. The forum actually
turned out to be a question and
answer session, with members
of the audience bringing up
concerns to members of the
administration who were at the
mike. Mautz said he was not
disappointed that it turned out
that way.
Besides alcohol policies, the
issues of student voter
registration in Durham, campus
safety, the relatively small
numberofminoritiesoncampus,
low faculty salaries, low morale

at the University and the
relationship between students,
administration, faculty and staff
were discussed.
'
One of the major sentiments
expressed by students was anger
at the way the alcohol policies were
instituted. Students asked why
they weren't allowed to participate
in the decision-making process
that resulted in the "you party you pack" residence hall policy
and the "no kegs at fraternities"
point of the Statement on Greek

Life issued by J. Gregg Sanborn,
Dean of Student Affairs.
"We were standing, but
behind closed doors," said Ann•
Marie Elek, student body vice
president, in response to a letter to
the editor in last week's New
Hampshiretitled "Will the Student
Leaders Please Stand Up?", which
condemned the leaders for not
protecting the students' interest.
Elek,along with Student Body
please see SPEAK, page 9

More ·on free
speech issues
By Bfrg~r Dahl
St<Jff Reporter

·•·. The Freedom of Speech
Day Speakout raised some
larger questions than just the
issues brought up by the
students, administration and
faculty attending.
It raised the question of
how students can regularly
voice their complaints on
campus.
Students this year have
increasingly questioned what
say they have in important
policies regarding alcohol,
diversity,and health, said Mark
Botnick, a UNH senior who

helped organize the speakout
with the newly formed
Students of America and the
World (SAW).
UNH senior Bill Mautz
Jr., a member of SAW and
host of the event, said the
purpose of the speakout was
to show students they could
express their concerns
openly, and to give them a
forum to do so.
In order to keep
communication going, Mautz
and Botnick, with the
cooperation of the Student

Dean Sanborn says academic pursmcs have first priority at UNH
(Ben Frazier photo)

Sanb.o rn says policies
are consistent with
existing rul~s at UNH
By Joe Flynn
News Reporter

Perhaps
the
most
controversial figure on campus
today is Dean of Student Affairs
Gregg Sanborn. His recent Greek
guidelines, in many people's
please see DAY, page 9
minds, not only signaled a change
in the way of life for the Greek
system, but also sent a message
that life at UNH would have to
change.
The UNH dorm alcohol
policy has been revamped this
year. Dean Sanborn has
encouraged the Residential Life
office to seek eviction of students
under 21 caught in the dorms with
Helicopter accident leaves eight missing and presumed dead
alcohol.
Freshman Camp, the oldest
By Christine Phinney
He said, "Gary wrote us year at wide receiver for the
student organization on campus,
News Reporter
football team and four years of
nearly every day. He said he was
was, at Sanborn's urging, brought
Family and friends gather doing a lot of night flying close to varsity lacrosse.
before the Student Organization
today to mourn the death of 1983 the water. It really made his blood
"He loved UNH," his father
Conduct Board, which could bar
said. "He made great friends there
UNHgraduateCaptainGaryScott rush."
Freshman Camp from UNH.
Dillon of the U.S. Marine Corps,
No signofbodiesorsurvivors that he kept over the years."
Although the charges v.rere not
who is one of eight marines has been found and according to
Twomonthsaftergraduation,
made public, lewd behavior and
missing and presumed dead after Dillon's father, the Marine Corps
Dillon joined the Marine Corps.
obscene language in some of the
Monday's helicopter accident in · does not expect to find any.
His father said that, like every
skits put on by camp are said to be
the Middle East.
young man after graduation, he
A star baseball and football
among them.
Dillon, a 29 year old
realized that he had to
All of this has made Dean
marine pilot, is New
find employment. Dillon
Sanborn one of the most talkedHampshire's
first
wasn't satisfied w_ith an
about figures in Durham. Not all
"He loved UNH, he made great average
casualty of the Persian
office job. He
of the talk has been favorable.
friends_there tha~ he kept over needed something Some
Gulf Crisis.
members of the Creek
Dillon is the son of
exciting.
System donned teeshirts withantithe
years."
Glen and Patsy Dillon,
Dillon
was
Sanborn remarks or hung banners
Glen Dillon, Gary's father
longtime residents of
accepted
into
a
from the houses. Theta Chi stacked
Concord, now residing
competitive Marine's
kegs in . a pyramid with the
in Laconia.
pilot training program on
sentiment "Down with Sanborn"
Dillon and seven others were player at Concord High School,
the basis of exam scores,
on it.
involved in a mid-air crash Dillon graduated in 1978 and
recommendations, and physical
Yet Sanborn feels strongly in
between two helicopters over the continued his education at the condition.
favor of all the changes he has
Within two years, he was · brought about. He says he feels
North Arabian Sea. The crash University of New Hampshire. He
arose from a routine training graduated with a B.S. in Business promoted to Captain and was
confident they will go a long way
session, according to Dillon's Administration.
in creating a more positive way of
please see DEA TH, page 14
father.
While at UNH, he played one

UNH graduate dies in
, Persian Gulf crisis

life at UNH.
In an intervie~ yesterday,
he explained his reasons for some
of the changes this semester~ ·
The New Hampshire: What
was the reason for the
implementation of a new alcohol
policy this year?
Dean Sanborn: As for as
the alcohol policy is concerned,
we're not talking about a change
in rules or regulations. This is a
more defined and consistent
enforcement of the rules which
currently exist.
There have been serious
problems in the past in terms of
injuries and damage that were
related to alcohol. As a result of
the stance taken, there has
already been a reduction in
alcohol emergency calls.
I will say that it is important
to understand that we cannot
condone illegal activities.
TNH: Was the decision due
in part to pressure from the new
president to adhere to new drug ·
free act?
Dean Sanborn: I think the
president has taken a bad rap on
some of this because the alcohol
policy in the residence halls was
something we had discussed
well before the arrival of the new
president. The whole isS'Ue
dealing with the quality of
cam pus life is something we've
been dealing with for sometime.
My position on the Greek
system and the new guidelines I
put in also were things I had
beencontemplatingand dealing
with for a long time.
These initiatives are not just
please see, DEAN page 14
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Portsinouth cobbler fixes soles
me a dollar/' Coussoule pauses as if he has discovered
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
something about his past. "I think he was a friend of my
News Editor
For a nominal fee Jim Coussoule will fix your soles; in · father's."
Coussoule says that he continued to work at the
fact, he usually does 20 to 40 pairs each day. He also does
handbags and belts upon request. His shop, located on business part-time throughout his high school career, but
Daniel Street in Portsmouth, is called Jim's Modern Shoe left when he started college at the University of New
Repair.
Hampshire as a history major.
Coussoule doesn't have much to say about his threeArriving at about fivea.m. on a brisk October morning,
Jim unlocks the heavy wooden door to his Daniel Street year career at UNH, except that he attended for mostly the
cobbler shop and turns the light on inside. The inside of the wrong reasons and spent a lot of his time drinking beer and
who
Coussoule,
shop will soon smell like glue as he daubs the bottoms of majoring in the wrong field.
soles about to be attached. Soon the shop will vibrate with wanted to major in physical education, but, because his
guidance counselor convinced him that there were no jobs
the humming of the four sanding machines.
While the outside of the shop is an innocuous double in that field, ended up majoring in history. Coussoule still
bay window set-up, decorated with red and gold stitching wishes he'd followed his instincts.
Coussoule says. he is an avid golf player, although it
that advertises sole repairing, the inside is empty of decor
- until you cross over into the workshop area, which is might be hard to tell from the Spartan aura he gives off
littered with debris.
when he's at work. He doesn't seem like a golf player.
His army green T-shirt is tucked into old jeans that
The shoe business is not new to Jim or his family. He
bought the store from his mother's uncle, Menios "Pee Wee" crumple over work boots so stained with various dyes and
Giovanis, on April 1, 1982.
chemicals it makes their color hard to describe: They are a
Although only twenty three at the time, Coussoule muted black.
His boots shuffle back and forth across the floor as he
had been working there since he was about eight years old.
According to Coussoule, working at the shop as a kid beginstoputanewheelona pairof maroor wingtips. They
was a big deal to him back then. He had a regular following are old-fashion shoes, but probably cost the owner between
of customers as a shoeshine boy at the age of nine, or ten, $ 75 and $100 . Coussoulc is quick to point out that a
business like his flourishes when the economy is not faring
but claims his beginnings were a little humbler.
Way back when Coussoule was about eight years old well, because he can help people to save money.
"You get a big variety [of people]." Coussoule says he
he says he would come to the shop almost every day after
school to sweep and clean up. But at the time his great uncle • has seen an increase in the number of people coming into
also had a shoeshine stand outside of the shop that passersby the shop.
He pulls some loafers from a bin under his work area,
would stop at to get their shoes shined by Coussoule.
"It was a quarter for a shine back then, but most guys and says there is a method to his madness. He points to
would give me fifty cents... Getting a tip back then was a big about five stations around the shop, each containing shoes
deal to me. One guy came in and gave me three dollars. that need a specific job done. Coussoule points to a belt
Another guy would come in every Friday night and give hanging on a hanger in the corner of his station and says the

Puerto Rico to Decide
Status
Washington-TheHouseofRepresentatives passed a bill
calling fora referendum which would allow Puerto Rico
to choose statehood, independence or to continue their
commonwealth status. This referendum would allow
Puerto Rico to end nearly a century of US governing.
C_ongress is doubtful that legislation will pass before the
final adjournment of the 101st Congress later this year.
Puerto Ricans are US citizens but they cannot vote unless
they are registered with a state or the District of Columbia .
The population of 3.6 million is larger than half of the
fifty states.

Supreme Court Hears
Fetal-Protection Case
Washington - The Supreme Court he~rd one of the most
important sex discrimination cases in recent years on
Wednesday. The case concerns whether employers can
legally exclude all fertile women from jobs whose
exposure to substances is likely to harm developing
fetuses. The case was brought by the United Automobile
Workers against Johnson Controls Inc., a manufacturer
of lead batteries who is accused of exposing workers to
potentially toxic chemicals. The manufacturer complies
with current Federal standards for male and female
safety, but medical experts report that the standards are
probably inadequate to protect fetuses from neurological
damage. Experts believe the proposed fetal-protection
policy would undermine laws created to prevent sexual
segregation of the work force.

Alaskan "Sale of the
Decade"
Anchorage-An estimated 8,000 buyers have crowded a SOacre industrial lot which is stacked with surplus equipment
from the cleanup of the Exxon Valdez oil spill. There is a full
spectrum of items to be auctioned including cranes,
bulldozers, 10,000 pairs of new cotton overalls, 20,000 pairs
of rubber gloves, kitty litter, duct tape and much more.
Exxon reported that it sold 33,000 tons of surplus equipment
to Ritchie Brothers Auctioneers International for an
undisclosed amount. Aficionados said the earnings could
top S10 million.

Sand Dunes on Venus
Pasadena, Calif. - Sand dunes have been revealed on the
surface of Venus by spacecraft Magellan's radar pictures.
The discovery is surprising to scientists because of Venus'
low wind speeds and small amount of loose sediment.
"They look a lot like sand dunes on Earth," said Ray
Arvidson, a geologist from Washington University in St.
Louis and a Magellan scientist at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. The dune field is located in an area called "the
crater farm," with impact craters the size of Los Angeles,
according to Arvidson. Arvidson said, the field is about 30
miles to 40 miles long, and each dune is hundreds ~f yards
wide. He added that Magellan has not yet determine the
height of the dunes but expects them to be tens of yards
high.

owner of the belt wanted it shortened. Coussouleexamines
the belt and suddenly becomes agitated; the loop is missing.
After a few moments of harried search he finds it and
smiles.
Coussoule says he can make a decent living at his
shop, and that he likes being his own boss. He also says he
gets some satisfaction from a job that helps some people
with special needs.
Coussoule says he does orthopedic work for one man
who comes in with one leg that is five inches shorter than
the other. With a shoe like that, he says, there's no way of
hiding the heel, but at least the man will not suffer from the
limp, as he would otherwise.
Coussoule begins to nail a heel onto a shoe that has just
gotten a new sole. As he guides the shoe in a circular
motion, a nailing gun shoots lengths of metal coil into it. He
quickly puts the shoes on a rack and starts another pair.
These shoes will get sewn together by an antiqucloc)king Singer. Coussoule points to the stitching on the
shoe after he is done, saying that a good cobbler always
tries to make his own job look as much like the original as
possible. He examines the work of the sewing machine and
points to places where his own stitches match the original.
Coussoule is proud of his work, he says, and he always ·
wants to please a customer.
If Coussoule seems like a relic of sorts, he is. He is a
small business owner who runs his entire business by
himself. Most of his customers come back more than once,
he says, pointing to a pair of shoes that are here on their
third pair of soles.
The ring of the shop bell brings Coussoule to the front
counter where he listens intently to a customer explain the
pair of shoes that need to be fixed. Coussoule already
knows what the problem is, bu-t it doesn't show in his
expression, or the smile he gives her when she takes the
identification tag. According to Coussoule, the customer is
always right.

College Killer Suspect
Convicted for Battery
Melbourne, Fla. - Edward Lewis Humphrey, a suspect in
the slayings of five Gainesville college students, was
convicted yesterday of beating his grandmother. 19-yearold Humphrey was convicted on a reduced charge of
battery on a person over age 65. Six Brevard County jurors
deliberated for an hour before convicting Humphrey for
beating his 79-year-old grandmother on Aug. 30. No trial
testimony has been given concerning his status as a
suspect in the college slayings.

Murder Suspect
Apprehended
Rochester, NH-One of two murder suspects was arrested
Wednesday night after he surrendered to stntc police in
Dover. William James Harris,35, of 6D Charles St., Milton,
will be brought to court on charges of first-degree murder
in connection with the killing of William Wright, 63 of
Center Ossipee. Harris' arraignment was scheduled for
Thursday. The other suspect, Gary Andrew York, 22, of
the same address, remains at large. York has a recent
history of crime, in addition to his alleged involvement
with the Wright case. Wright was found beaten and
stabbed to death in the Haven Hill park, Sunday afternoon.
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Money allocated to UNH for research
and teaching fron1 grants, contract s
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Dr. Rock can hear the
plant s ·when they talk
By Theodore W. Decker

News Reporter
Dr. Barrett Rock is a little like
Dr. Doolittle. Rock doesn't speak
to animals, however. Plants speak
to him, and he doesn't like what
he's been hearing.
"We have to listen to what the
vegetation has to say," says Rock,
a UNHassociateprofesso rofforest
resources. "The forests are like the
canary in the coal mine. If
vegetation is being damaged, then
there is a good chance that people
are also being affected."
Rock is a member of the

university's Institute for the Study
of Earth, Oceans and Space (EOS).
Along with his research team in
EOS's complex Systems Research
Center, Rock studies damage
suffered by the world's forests
through satellite images.
The satellite Rock most often
deals with is called LANOSAT.
LANDSAT was put into orbit in
1972 by NASA, but has since been
purchased by a private company,
EOSAT. LANDSATorbitstheea rth
from 500 miles out, circles the earth
every 16 days, and can obtain
images of 96 percent of the earth's

surface.
According to Rock, while
most people are informed about
the good ozone does by reflecting
ultraviolet rays, most do not
realize that it is also harmful to
living cells. The ozone layer, which
is high in the atmosphere, is
deterioratingand has the potential
for major biological repercussions.
However, ozone can build up in
the lower level of the atmosphere,
where it can kill living organisms,
such as plants. This creates a sadly
ironic situation of losing ozone
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UNH Gran t
fund s up 12%
from last year
By Gail Leach
News Reporter
At a time when money for
education is scarce, the amount of
money UNH receives in outside
grants has increased to $30.5
million for fiscal year 1990, a 12
percent increase over last year.
Research
of
Director
Administration Kathryn Cataneo
said it was a large sum of money to
receive, "particularly when we
expect the federal government to
cut back."
Rumors have circulated that
·the federal government was going
to cut back the money it spends on
research, but so far UNH hasn't
felt the brunt of that, said Cataneo.
According to Cataneo, much
of the money supports research
done by graduate students and a
of
number
growing
undergraduate students. But the
money also supports equipment,
supplies and maintenance of
laboratories, which Cataneo said
can be very costly.
Private industry, non-profit
organizations and the state and
federal governments, among other
organizations, contribute money
for the grants, which support the
more than 400 ongoing research
projects at the University.
According to a UNH press
release, federal funding made up
the most significant portion of the
outside grants to UNH, exceeding
$21 million in fiscal year 1990.
UNH received· the largest
portion of federal money from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).
NASA provided more than
S6.8 million for47 projects in fiscal
year 1990, representing an increase
of 36 percent.

Joseph Alexander, a member of the NASA space center
management, said that UNH deserved the money it received.
Alexander said that proposals
outlining the research projects
are submitted and then reviewed by scientists through- •
out the United States.
in
win
"[Proposals]
strength earned through
competition and high marks on
peer reviews," said Alexander.
Other federal organizations
that contributed research money
are the National Science
Foundation, Department of
Health and Human Services,
Department of Education and
the Department of Defense.
The Department of Health
and · Human Services is
supporting research by Glenda
Kaufman-Kantor, an assistant
research professor, for her
studies in alcohol and marital
conflict.
Professor
Assistant
Kathleen McCartney is also
receiving funds from the
Department of Health and
Human Services to help her
establish a center for the study
of social ecology of infant care.
The press release also
indicated that the state of N.H.
is providing $2 million in
competitive
of
support
programs and $2.5 million in
regional and county support for
the Experiment Station and
Cooperative Extension.
Funding from non-profit
organizations totaled S2.7 milplease see GRANT, page 11

please see ROCK, page 12

Political Perspective- Election '90

Keefe reveals his stance on
abortio n / educat ion at UNH
Staff Reporter
Democrat Joe Keefe, in a
wide-ranging talk at the MUB
Tuesday, said he is mo·re
committed to the pro-choice
movement than Bill Zeliff, his
Republican opponent for the 1st
District congressional seat.
Keefe, speaking to a crowd
of 35, attacked Zeliff for not
supporting federal funding for
abortions. "I believe that

Keefe, whose appearance was
sponsored by UNH' s Students For
Choice, said that Zeliff was a
delegate to the state Republican
convention in 1988, which adopted
a pro-life platform, and was also
the New Hampshire North
Country campaign manager for
pro-life President Bush in 1988.
He also cited Zeliff's long
association with White House
Chief of Staff John Sununu, who is
pro-life and who endorsed Zeliff

decision is one that all women

in this year's Republican primary.

are equally entitled to make,"
he said, and added that women
who are too poor to afford an
abortion are discriminated
against without federal funding.

"I'm the more committed,
stronger candidate. I've got a
stronger position on this," Keefe
said, referring to the pro-choice
movement.

By Bob Durling

Responding to an audience
question about how he would help
UNH if elected, Keefe said that
federal student loan programs
should be restored at least to 1980
levels,and that New Hampshire's
funding for higher education,
which ranks last in the nation,
should be boosted. "I never felt
that New Hampshire did enough
for UNH," he said. "lt's always
been chiselings when it comes to
funding."
The GI Bill educated a
generation of Americans in the
1940s and 1950s at great expense,
but it was worth it because
please see KEEFE, page 11

Joe Keefe talks to students about state issues
(Kirn Hilley photo)
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PLO Seeks Hard Stand 21 S. African Prisoners ·
Rwandan Massacres
Released
Against Israel
Johannesburg - The Government released 21 poUnited Nations - The Palestine Liberation Organilitical
prisoners Wednesday. The African National Conzation and its supporters sought UN Security Council approval of an anti-Israel resolution that is more severe than gress insists that it won't be satisfied until all of the
the US' s proposal, on Wednesday. The US resolution con- political prisoners behind bars are released. President F.
demned Israel's force killing of 21 Palestinians during ri- W. deKlerkannounced Monday that an indemnity against
oting Monday. The Palestines throwing stones at Jewish prosecution would be extended to all political captives
worshipers requires stronger sanctions, according to the and exhiles. The announcement was prompted by negoPLO. The US stand is the first critical stance taken against tiations with the African National Congress concerning
Israel since 1982. The US is in a position in which it may the country's future. deKlerk said that amnesty would
veto the Arab-backed resolution, despite the strain the not be automatic; prisoners or exhiles would have to
veto may inflict upon the alliance assembled against Iraq. apply for amnesty and those who are facing trial for
political crimes would have to go through the judicial
system. The African National Congress estimates the
number of political prisoners in South Africa at 3,500.

Italian Communsts
Remodel
Rome - The Italian Communist Party joined the
wave of political change by announcing a redesigning of
its party. The Italian Communist Party is the largest
communist group in the West with 1.4 million members.
The party announced that it will now be called the Democratic Party of the Left. The symbol of the party for the past
69 years, the hammer and sickle, will be reduced in size
and placed beneath the roots of a large leafy tree that is to
be the dominant emblem. The changes await approval by
a congress convening in January. While there remains a
sizable opposing minority, the changes are expected to
pass.

/\
V

Kizinga, Uganda - Government troops and members of the majority Hutu tribe massa<;red Rwandan
peasants accused of supporting a rebel invasion force.
Fleeing villagers reported, soldiers shot peasants and
burned their huts, and Hutus hacked women and children with machetes during attacks on nine settlements.
The settlements were inhabited mostly by the minority
Tutsi tribe, in northeast Rwanda. Hundreds have been
killed in these massacres, according to refugees fleeing
to Kizinga, to be fed by the Ugandan Army. According
to Kizinga village chief, Augustine Rwanchwnebe, the
Ugandan Army will be unable to feed the increasing
numbers of refugees. They are currently seeking aid
from the Ungandan Government in Kampala ..

Head Spy is Double
Agent
Bonn - Klaus Kuron, a senior West German counterintelligence officer, confessed Sunday to being a double
agent for East Germany. Kuron, 54, used to be charge of
West German double agents. Gab~iele Gast, 47, also
arrested, would have been in the position to supply East
Gerp1an leaders with whatever information Chancelor
Helmut Kohl received. Kuron would have been able to
report the position of any West German double agent to
East Germany. Western intelligence agencies had long
suspected the the two Germanies had infilitrated each
other, but ~hey were surprised that the infiltration was
this deep.

Coral Reefs
Endangered
Global warming has begun to effect the creatures
who build coral reefs by bleaching and killing them.
Marine scientist said the global phenomenon is effecting
reefs throughout the tropical regions. The normally
green, gold and brown reefs are turning pure white by
the environmental changes. Algae provides reef-building corals with vital nutrients in their symbioti<; relationship. In stressful situations coral rejects the algae, exposing their underlying limestone skeleton.

.

STUDENT
SENATE

RECOGNIZED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS WISHING TO
APPLY FOR FUNDING FROM THE ACTIVITY FEE FUND ....
Sub:mit an organizational Concept - a form.al description of
the purposes of the organization - for consideration by the
Student Activities Fee Council (SAFC).

~

I

I
I
~
m

A SAFC organization os defined as one which "serves an interest other than the
bonding interest of that group; an interest that all students can potentially
take advantage of, without any adjustment of personal beliefs of values."

Subnrlt concepts before November 1, 1990 to:
Malinda Lawrence, SAFC Chair
Student Senate Office
Rooni 130, MUB
-

~
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Upcoming UNH Events

Friday, Oct 1 2 - - - - - - - PCAC 30th Anniversary Celebration - Special arts events
planned for Friday and Saturday. Information: 862-2404.
Wordshop - Professor Elaine Marks will lead a faculty
workshop on curriculum development. Hillsborough/Sullivan
Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to noon.
Paul Arts Anniversary-Slide Lecture- Michael Ma.z ur, painter
and printmaker. Room A-218, Paul Arts, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
University Theater - "Into the Woods." Johnson Theater, 8
p.m.
Faculty Concert Series - Music of George Handel. Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., free.

Saturday, Oct 13
Participants in

Paul Arts 30th Anniversary - Panel Discussion - ''The Past,
Present, and Future of the Arts at UNH." Johnson Theater, 10 to 11 :30
a.m.
Wednesday's

Radio

Forum

discussed

prohibition at UNH
(Gina DiGregorio photo)

Radio Forum debates
prohibition at UNH
By Gina DiGregorio
News Reporter
The crises of this semester
have opened new horizons,
according to Barb Brueggemann,
Assistant Dean for Student
Affairs.
Brueggemann, a guest on
WUNH' s radio forum, was
joined Wednesday night by
Director of Residential Programs
Scott Chesney , Associate
Director of Student Affairs Betsy
Parente, President of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Dan Pitkow and
Student Senator Marie Garland,
residential programs council
chairperson.
The theme of the forum,
hosted by Student Body
President Brian McCabe and
Associate
Professor
of
Economics Neil Niman, was
"Campus Life in the '90s: Is
Prohibition the Answer?"
Changes in dorm and Greek
alcohol policies this fall sparked
debate over the responsibility of
students and staff in the UNH
social scene.
Res ponsibilityis a key issue,
said
Pitkow.
However,
"Students need to be a part in
formulation of various policies
that may be drawn up by the
administration," he said.
Brueggemann feels the
changes of this semester, which
have created discussion and
controversy, have given an
opportunity for a warming of
relations between faculty,
students and administrators.
''The start is a place where
we are very clear with one
another of what's expected that's where we are right now,"

sparked discussion on the place of
alcohol at UNH.
"Idon'tthinkthatanemphasis
on drinking is particularly more
prevalent within the Greek
system," said Pitkow.
Brian McCabe said that it is
easy to put the blame on the Greek
system when there is a lot of activity
and noise on Madbury Road
(Fratemi~y Row). That noise is from
people who were denied access
into the fraternity parties,
according to McCabe. Mosttrouble
on Madbury Rd., said McCabe, is
blamed on the fraternities because
they're highly visible.
Brueggemann and Parente
were invited to and attended a
fraternity
party ~ recently.
Brueggemann admitted to having
some anxiety about attending the
party and suspected the fraternity
felt the same way. But, she said,
the cor:tfact with the students was
important and it went well.
"Being invited meant a lot to
us," said Brueggemann.
Traditionally, there is a lot of
distrust and uncomfortableness
among faculty, staff and students,
according to Brueggemann.
Extending these types of
invitations is important in relieving
this distrust, according to
Brueggemann.
Niman feels that a change of
attitude has to occur among
student organizations and the
administration in order to have
the invitations like these and others
extended.
Niman related his experience
with UNH's student run radio
station, WUNH. The ease with
which he was able to get involved
made his participation more

that extra effort.
"I don't think enough
faculty and staff really care about
that aspect of student life," said
Chesney.
Stricter enforcement of the
UNH dorm alcohol policy,
which has given the message "If
you party, you pack" to residents
of the dorms, was also a topic of
conversation.
Scott Chesney said that the
residential staff's approach to
dorm alcohol violations has been
altered.
"We
are
seeking,
oftentimes, depending on the
circumstances, eviction on the
first offense," stated Chesney.
Chesney says he wants to
give students credit. He admits
students will socialize and he
feels that the administration is
just trying to shift the emphasis.
"We don't expect to
eliminate drinking - that was
certainly never the intention or
the aim," Chesney said.
Marie Garland feels that
eviction in some instances might
not convey the intended message
- that abusive alcohol use can
be harmful.
"Alcohol is a response to a
change of pace," added Garland.
Chesney said, "The
difficulty is that students want
the administration to turn their
backs on the law."
Parente believes that
drinking is part of our culture
and that it is prevalent on all
campuses.
Drinking is a convenient
way of dealing with stress and it
lets people relax, added
Chesney.

she said.

attractive, said Niman. Perhaps if

The concern people have is,

The UNH Greek system,
which received 11 new
guidelines from the student
affairs office, including one that
forbade kegs in fraternities,

student organizations make it
easier for faculty to get involved,
they will.
McCabe agreed, but added
that the faculty has to also make

what else there is to do at UNH
if they do not drink, said Parente.
"The Student Activities
please see, RADIO page 13

Women's Cross Country - vs. U Mass, URI, Vermont. Field
House, noon.
Baseball -vs. N.H. College. Bracket Field, noon.
Men's Tennis -vs. Northeastern. Field House, 2 p.m.
Paul Arts Anniversary - Gallery Walk by exhibiting Alumni
Artists. Art Gallery, Pauls Arts, 2 to 3 p.m.
Paul Arts Anniversary-Concert. Students and Alumni of pept.
of Music and Dept. of Theater & Dance. Johnson Theater, 3 p.m.
Paul Arts Anniversary - Reception for all participants, Art
Galleries, 4 to 5 p.m.
University Theater - "Into the Woods." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.

Sunda~Oct14------ ~
MUSO Film - "Distant Voic~s, Still Lives." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
UNH Symphonic Band - Nicholas Orovich, directing and
UNH Concert Choir, Cleveland Howard, directing. Johnson Theater,
Sp.m.
Homecoming - Midnighi'Madness. Field House.

Monday, Oct 15
Library Exhibit- UNH Homecoming Weekend Exhibit. Photos
and memorabilia from Special Collections to commemorate
Homecoming.
Russian Film Series - "Oblomov" (part 2), Richards
Auditorium, Murkland, 4:30 p.m., $1 donation.
Native American Movie- "Pow Wow Highway." Learn more
about Native American life. Coos Room, MUB, 7 to 9 p.m., free.
Traditional Jazz Series-Concert #72, Buck Clayton Big Band.
Strafford Room, MUB, 8p.m., general $5, students/senior citizens
$3. Tickets at door and MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290.

Tuesday, Oct 16
WUNH Benefit Poster Sale - Hillsborough/Sullivan Room,
MUB, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Russian Film Series- "Oblomov" part 2. Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1 donation.
Student Recital #1 - Bratton Recital Hall, Pauls Arts, 1 p.m.
Homecoming - "Naked Gun." Outside movie shown at Sigma
Phi Epsilon, 7:30 p.m., free.

To submit information stop in the MUB
Administration Office, Room 322 for forms
and details.
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Isn't it Strang e .....

J\
•· · · Allison Costello

Bill Mautz
Psychology
Senior

•·- OT

11•Senior
"...I'm not even wearing underwear
right now and you don't even know
it? Well now you do."

"... that you drive on a parkway and
park on a driveway?"

"...that being away from home for the
first time and meeting a friendly guy
like me brings out the best in people."
Frank Cartwright
MUB cashier

Amy Hage
LMT
Senior

Tara Cacciola
Fine Arts
Junior
"Isn't it strange how the Valpincon
Bather is both Romantic and Classic?''

"...that more people weren't at the
speakout yesterday?"

"Isn't it strange I've only seen Todd
Grant once this semester?"
RickAgran
Psychology/ Ed
Perpetual

Jim Bouchie
English
Senior

Mary Ellen Cunningham
Outdoor Education
Senior

many
so
are
" ..• there
incomprehensiblities in the world it's
hard to pick one?"

"...when you drop a piece of buttered
bread it always lands butter side
down?"
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NOTICES_f
ACADEMI CS
DUAL MAJOR IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS INFORMATION SESSION: ·For students who are considering the dual major in international affairs. Thursday, October 18, Senate
Room, MUB, l p.m.
WlNTERCOMMENCE MENT: Students who will be within 12creditsof completingtheir
degree in December will be permitted to participate in the Winter Commencement ceremony,
December 15. Please contact the Office of Public Programs and events, 862-4702, by November
2 to make arrangements.

GENERAL
AZ CANDY APPLE SALE: Alpha Zeta Honor Society will sell candied apples to raise
money for future events. Monday, October 15, Table 1, MUB, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
RECEPTION FOR EDITOR AND TRANS LA TOR: Xiao Ming Li, instructor of Chinese
and Professor Fred Samuels will sign their books: "Ancient Chinese Myths and Intense Experience" and "Social Psychology Through Poetry." Monday, October 15, UNH Bookstore, 1
p.m.
FRENCH TABLE: Sponsored by Dept. of French & Italian. Bring lunch, beverages available. Mondays, Room 102, Murkland, 12-1 p.m.

Walter l'.ggers, author of UNH academic plan for 1990
(Ben Frazier photo)

1990 acade niic
plan relea sed
By Winifred Walsh

News Reporter
After several drafts and
continuous efforts from various
departments, the final 1990 academic
plan has been completed and will be
distributed throughout campus.
According to Academic Affairs
Vice President Walter Eggers, who is
the author of the plan, responses so
far have been positive and hopeful.
Eggers also said that the plan has
been praised as being realistic and
that it sets definite priorities for the
university's academic programs.
According to Eggers and the academic plan, "Five immediate steps
setthedirectionfora long-range, comprehensive academic plan."
The plan includes restoring the
budget, integrating research and
teaching, as well as identifying UNH
"more closely with the needs of the
state" and encouraging the ethic of
public service in students.
President Dale Nitzschke, in
response to the academic plan, said,
"It obviously reflects a lot of work
done by a lot of people," and that the
plan provides "a core understanding
of the University."
Nitzschke also said that the
academic plan provides a foundation
for the University in a unified and
systematic way.
Eggers described the plan as "a
basis to do a further level of work"
and as a way to establish a common
language among the various
departments on campus.
He said that most ofthecriticisms
to the plan were resolved during
discussions with campus groups
about previous drafts. He said the
forums allowed for some constructive
arguments concerning the plan.
Eggers also said people "will
always find things to disagree with."

The goal of the academic plan,.
said Eggers, is to address the
crumbling of the University's
foundation and how to rebuild that
foundation.
The academic plan sets definite
priorities fort he University, he said.
Concerning the economic
future of UNH, Eggers said the
academic plan is realistic. He also
said. that in the next five ·y ears the
University will have to cope with
the declining economy and "have
to compete more vigorously for
good students and faculty."
The University is "such an
asset to the state, we need to make
our funding value known," said
Eggers.
·
According to Eggers, the
University will put the plan into
effect by using it as a guideline for
arguments within the University,
and that "department heads will ..
. start citing the plan when making
cases."
Eggers also said that previous
drafts have already been used as
the guideline for arguments.
Now that the plan Eggers has
worked on for a year has been
released, he said that he will be
working on academic fund raising
priorities.
Eggers said he will also be
involved in estal::llishing and
reviewing the list of which
departments have a need for the
twelvenewprofessorsh ipsthat will
be established within the
University.
Eggers said he "hopes the plan
represents a new way of doing
business" and that instead of
simply reacting to problems,
people will de~ide on issues in
consensus with the academic plan.

WOMEN AND LITERATURE: A gathering of people to discuss literature about or written by women from a feminist perspective. Bring in favorite poems, fiction, non-fiction, or
material you have written. Mondays, Women's Studies Program, Room 304A, Dimond
Library, 7 p.m.
PEACE CORPS INFORMATION SESSION: Interested in the Peace Corps? Slides.and
stories of Peace Corps experiences all over the world will be presented by Returned Peace
Corps Volunteers. Thursday, October 18, Room 208, James Hall, 7:30 p.m .
SENIOR PORTRAIT SIGN UPS: Sign ups for senior portraits for the 1991 Granite Yearbook. Now to October 19, Bulletin board outside Rm. 125, MUB.

HEALTH
The following are sponsored by Health Education and are in the Health Services Center:
AA MEETINGS: Sessions are open only to those "who have a desire to stop drinking."
Monday - Friday, Conference Room #201 A, noon-1 p.m. _
·
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential, available at the
Office of Health Education & Promotion. Mon. 9-2:30, Tues. 9-11 :45; call x3823 for an appointment.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Mondays, Medical Library #222, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
FA CULTY /STAFF SUPPORT GROUP FOR LESBIANS, GAY MEN & BISEXUALS: Call
Health Education at 862-3823 for more information. Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, 4:30-5:30
p.m.
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Medical Library #222, noon-1 p.m.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.
_ _ EATING ~ISORDERSUPPORT GROUP: Peer formulated on-goingsupportgrou p fo_rind1v1dual struggling with compulsive eating or bulemia. Thursdays, beginning October 25,
Conference Room, 6:30-8 p.m.

MEETINGS
_ ~ILDLIFE S~CIETY ME~TING: Slide presentation on Alaskan wildlife, along with
d1scuss1on on recycling, upcommg Savoy Truffle concert and student wildlife conclave. All
are welcome. Monday, October 15, Rm. 10, Pettee Hall, 6 p.m.
GAIA ~EETING: Student environmental.awaren ess group to discuss up and coming
Global Warming Awareness Week and the Nature Conservncy Benefit and anything else!
Tuesday, October 16, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 5-6 p.m.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY MEETING: For members to discuss
club activities for this academic year. Wednesday, October 17, Rm.127, Hamilton Smith, 7 p .m.
UNDERGRADUATE PSYCHOLOGY ORGANIZATION MEETINGS: UPO is for a ny
student interested in Psychology or wanting to become involved in a student organization.

ATHLETICS
SA TU RDA Y "AEROBIC" SPECIAL: Guest instructor John Warren, IDEA Certified, with
a creative, jazzy and high energy style. Saturday, Ocotber 13, NH Hall gym, 11 a.m.-12 noon. S3
at door.
.
13th ANNUAL 10K HOMECOMING ROAD RACE: Sponsored by the Recreational
Sports Department. Forms in Room 151, Field House; entry fee is SlO before October 17 ($12 day
of race). First 300 registered receive race t-shirt. Volunteers also needed. Saturday, October 20
(rain or shine); Starts on Mast Road, near Parking Lot A; 9 a.m.

\
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Sean Caroll
Arts Editor

Random Writings
I mailed a letter this morning that I don't remember writing, a letter at whose contents I can only guess.
When the sun burned through my open window this
morning I woke with a sickness that seemed to come from my veins,
which felt old, diseased and brittle. When I managed to untangle
myself from my nest of sweaty comforters, I realized that I was still
fully clothed. Or at least mostly so: one shoe and one sock were
missing, although strangely not from the same foot.
When I gave up trying to figure out how that one had
happened, I looked blearily around the room, squinting in the
oppressive light, searching for clues of the night before. I don't
drink, so blackouts are something fairly unusual for me.
Next to me on the pillow was a crumpled and stained
letter. As I bent my head to examine it, my head began to throb. My
right cheek felt hard and dull: It was hot to the touch. My tongue and
careful probing finger found a painfully loose tooth.
Absently rocking the molar in its socket, I picked up the
envelope for closer inspection. It was a standard business envelope,
but crumpled and torn at one end , and covered overall with dark
stains at whose origins I uneasily refused to guess.
The tooth now forgotten, I turned the envelope over with
mounting curiosity. On the reverse was written "Ministry Of
Salvation Church," and an address in Chula Vista. I scowled then,
painfully, because although I recognized the writing as my own, I
could not remember writing it, and had never seen my own hand so
shaky or childish looking.
What had happened last night? I thought back to last
night, and my head began to ache even more. I remembered ...
... window panes rattling with the noise ... red clock reads
3:45a.m .... outside, in the cold clear air, turning up coat collar against
wind and mist, mist that leaves everything shiny, sleek in
rnoonlight ... through branches, over rocks, through waving fronds
not yet killed by cold, waving like alien landscape, looks like
walking in kneedeep fog ... balanced on long, rusty, abandoned
metal rails, no trains here for twenty years ... walking toward the
rumbling, deep thrumming ...
In sight now the metal giant train machine, empty alone
waiting ... enormous sigh and the stacks shoot out great gouts of red
sparks like the ash of a thousand cigarettes ... the tracks underfoot
vibrating in answer. ..black and dully gleaming, lit by the moon and
faraway factories and a dingy yellow internal luminescence ... closer
now, all doors thrown open: hoppers and freight cars, box car and
great round tankers ... some not so easy to identify, with open doors,
blinking red lights and shiny oiled mach1nery, gears and pistons,
shapes less familiar, more disturbing suggested in the half light ...
Theenginealso,standingempty,d oorthrownopen ... what
train, where none should be? Around the engine, the old station
house, now mouldering and ruined ... the smell, like old disease and
mildew ... rounding the corner to the loading dock of creaky old
tarred beams ...
Rounding the corner everything suddenly slows to that
speed so familiar from dreams where an instant lasts forever as a
low, soft laugh cuts the silence .... turning toward the man on the
loading dock ... missed him before, the little man with the sneer who
blends in so well with the dry rot and corruption of the old
building ... the smell is his smell I realize, frozen by his twisted grin
below burning white eyes ... he sets down a jar, an old fruit jar, filled
with roiling dark liquid that catches the _moonlight for just a
second ... he raises a leathery hand, beckons ...and then ...
Snap, and my tooth came loose, breaking the scene. I
looked fortheglass usually atthesideof my bed, only to find a scrap
of newsprint, reading" Afraid, Alone, and Confused? Send now for
the Word ofTruth; become a legally ordained minister, and fight the
Darkness,all freeofcharge!"Theaddress given matched that on the
tattered envelope.
Later that day, I stood in front of a mailbox in the rain.
Sometimes you can't ignore the signs, however much you want to.

Arts Editor Sean Carroll-...dark, spinning tuna ... he eats ketchup
by the fistful ...smell of celery ...dogs run in circles making sleep noises ... the
rhino to him means nothing.

Durham Town Council
hears pros and cons of
sprinkle r systems
proposing. In meetings with Greek
By David Aponovich
"I've heard this same
house officials, Hoffman, who also discussion all over the country.
News Reporter
spoke at Monday's f~rum, has Any time there's an economic
Supporters
and
tried to rally support and exphin impact, it becomes a problem,"
opponents of a proposed town
that insurance companies offer said Franz Haase, a sprinkler
ordinance that would require most
significant discounts on insurance system consultant and designer.
of Durham's fraternities and
for buildings with full sprinkler
sororities to install fire sprinklers
"I equate it to the
systems. Insurance discounts, he transportation industry. The big
clashed in an open hearing in front
said, can be used to finance the headline is the airplane crash.
of the Town Council Monday
cost of installation.
_
night.
When an airplane goes down, it's
"I think that my biggest on the nightly news and you hear
The Town Council will
concern is that people feel that it about it. The real killer is the
vote on the ordinance on Nov. 5.
will cost them a lot of money," automobjle. It's the same thing
About a dozen people
Hoffman explained before the with the fire problem," Haase said.
spoke and were evenly split in the
meeting. "Several of the houses "When we have a major fire with
argument for and against the
proposed ordinance.
a multiple deaths, it's
While the effectiveness
bad news.Everyday
of sprinklers was not
in this country,
challenged,
the
people die in that
"It would not be feasible for us to
argument was split
kind of (residential)
install a sprinkler system, We just
down economic lines.
structure."
Estimates for
But some who
can't afford it, that's what it comes
systems are reported to
would be affected
down to."
be between $20,000 and
think that
the
$30,000 dollars per
fraternities
and
David McGetµgan of the Phi
house, depending on its
sororities are being
Kappa Theta Alumni Association
size. Currently, 15 out
unfairly singled out.
of 20 fraternity and
"If it's so safe for us,
sorority houses do not
why isn't it so safe
have sprinkler systems.
for every single
are insured through Lloyd's of house in Durham?" said Eric
"It would not be feasible
London,and theyoffera50percent Swanson, housemanagerof Alpha
for us to install a sprinkler system,"
discount for sprinklers. Even after Tau Omega fraternity.
said David McGettigan of the Phi
I e.xplain that, people don't
Kappa Theta Alumni Association,
"I feel that if the town
understand."
which manages the Phi Kappa
were to impose something
After a discussion last singularly on a group of
Theta fraternity house. "We just
week with concerned, objectors, fraternities and sororities, they
can't afford it, that's what it comes
. Hoffman made a change in the might ,want to look at singularly
down to."
ordinance. The original ordinance giving some sort of tax relief to
"This comes at a time
called for the Greek houses to help us pay for this," said Doug
that's hard for us to bear," said
install systems within five years Kilgore, also of the Phi Kappa
Caleb Page of Lambda Chi Alpha
of the measure's passage, with two Theta Alumni Association.
fraternity, referring to the recent
one-year extensions avail~ble for
University mandate requiring
If passed, the ordinance
proven financial hardship. The would require all off-campus,
fraternities to hire live-in adult
amended ordinanceallowsforfive dormitory-style buildings to
supervision effective next fall.
yea rs, pl us two two-year install
"What we need is a way to see it
sprinkler systems.
extensions, effectively bringing Apartment buildings, including
feasible for us to do this."
compliance to the year 2000.
The sponsor of the
fraternities and sororities with
Supporters of the separate apartment-style quarters,
ordinance, Durham Deputy Fire
ordinance, which included at least would be exempt.
Chief Michael Hoffman, -has
two people with interests in the
lobbied fraternity and sorority
University dormitories,
sprinkler business, said economics because they are owned by the
objectors in the past two weeks,
should not be a motivating factor state, are exempt from the
explaining the increased firein the council's decision.
safety measure his department is
ordinance.

Speed, light and sound ( Mike Pamham photo)
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SPEAK, from page 1
President Brian McCabe
and Student Senate member Kim
Varney, all said that they had no
idea that these policies were
going into effect before they
happened.
Sanborn defended the
residence hall policy saying that
it was not a change of policy, just
a stricter enforcement of policies
already in existence.
On not · allowing
student participation Sanborn
said, "In retrospect, that would
have been advisable. I did not ·
believe there was time ... given
what has happened in the past."
What he said had
happened in the past was
"semester after semester" of
discussion with the Greeks,
which produced no results.
"We've had problems,
we've had ·deaths involving
alcohol abuse," Sanborn said.
"The focus of the fraternities has
been on drinking and partying."
"You can question my
Sanborn.
said
motives,"
However, "there has been some
the
improvement [since
institution of the no keg rule] ."
Sanborn also said that
there has been a reduction in the
reports of violence in residence
halls and in the number of
ambulance calls made to the
residence halls for alcohol related
problems.
When asked if he
considered other options before
instituting such a harsh policy,
Sanborn paused momentarily
and then said that he realizes
that eliminating kegs is not the
answer, but that kegs are a
symbol of a deeper problem.
"We have to replace the
focus on alcohol on this campus
with other activities. That's
critical," said Sanborn. "We need
to focus on the responsible use of
alcohol and not talk about
prohibition or elimination of
alcohol."
UNH President Dale
Nitzschke agreed with Sanborn.
"I think that the institution 'has
failed and I include myself in
that," he said. "We have not
provided alternatives to getting
wasted on the weekends."
One girl asked why
students in residence halls were
evicted for first time alcohol use
instead of being sent through an
alcohol education program.
"In cases of eviction,
there's been a pattern of behavior
or a clear violation of the rules
which is unacceptable," said
Sanborn. He cited cases this
semester where the Conduct
Board has given an educational
sanction instead of eviction after
considering each individualcase.
Another student asked
whattheadministration thought
about the possible rise in the
number of OWis and DWI
related deaths, now that students
have to go off campus to party.
"It's a conscious
decision to drink and drive,"
replied Nitzschke. "I don't think
that's one you can lay off on
faculty, administration or other
students."
Students attending

were concerned about other
restrictions on the Greek system,
such as first semester freshmen
not being allowed to pledge a
fraternity .
Sanborn said that idea
had come over the last year from a
retention task force and a Greek
evaluation task f~:>rce, and was
instituted "because of theintensity
with which a person has tocommit
themselves [to a fraternity]."
He said that not pledging
during the first semester would
give the freshmen "time .to look at
all the opportunities before being
pressured to join a particular
fraternity or sorority."
The crowd broke into
applause when Sanborn was asked
whether other clubs and
organizations, such as MUSO or
the football team, weregoingto be
off limits for first sernester
freshmen also.
Sanborn said that other
clubs possibly should be looked
into further to decide that, but said
that, "Individuals who participate
in football as freshmen have to
adhere to NCAA guidelines."
Sanborn admitted that
so far there isn't much evidence
that waiting until the second
semester would make a significant
academic
on
difference
performance, but he hopes to have
more research done by next year,
when that part of the plan goes
into effect.
One student asked
Nitzschke if it was true that at
where
College,
Marshall
Nitzschke was president prior to
UNH, the Greek system was
abolished during his tenure, and
if Marshall's town, Huntington,
Virginia is now "dry."
"I spent two and a half
years of my career chair-ing a
national committee to help
preserve and strengthen Greek life
on universities," said Nitzschke.
He added, "Huntington .
is not a dry town. I drink." What
he objects to, he said, is "abusive
and excessive drinking that causes
damage to others."
Don Green, president of
the Faculty Senate was asked about
the low number of minorities
teaching at the University. He
responded by mentioning an
affirmative action plan which he
hopes will go into effect by the end
of October, which will "favor,
identify and get minority stud en ts
and faculty."
. "It's going to take a lot of
money, but we have to do it,"
Green said. He added that 50
percent of our stud en ts are women
and only 10 to 15 percent of the
faculty are women.
A recurring theme
stressed by all who spoke in
answer to the audience was the
need for students to get involved
in issues both on and off cam pus
in order to effect any change.
"Most of the decisions
made here affect one constituent
group the most ~ that's the
students. We have to have a
knowledge of the issues that will
allow us to be involved," said
Nitzschke. "It is absolutely
essential that we govern together.
held
are
Administrators
accountable by the Board of

Trustees. Student leaders should
be held accountable by the
students. If you feel your voice is
not being heard, see them. They
can't help you if you don't let them
know."
McCabe agreed with
Nitzschke. "One of the biggest
problems is finding out what
students want and think. If you
have a concern, bring it to your
leaders."
One way that McCabe
suggested to get involved is by
registering to vote in Durham. He
mentioned that student voting
registration will be held in the
MUB next week.
"One of the most
important things is that all
students have a vote in the
community also. Any student at
UNH can register to vote in
McCabe.
said
Durham,"
"Legislators will pay more
attention to student concerns if
more of us register to vote."
Nitzschke mentioned the
existence of the President's
Cabinet, which according to
McCabe, "is a decision making
wing of the University. Every
policy enacted will go before the
President's Cabinet for review and
discussion."
When asked bya student
if the President's Cabinet meetings
were open to the public as silent
observers,Nitzschkereplied, ''Yes,
to the extent that there is room."
Nitzschke, noted that
agendas for the meetings are
available in his office and will soon
be available in the library.
Green responded to
questions about faculty morale
due to low pay.
"Our low pay creates
problems for us and for you," said
Green. He spoke of professors
having to live further away and
therefore not being available to
the students as often as they
should. "If pay and housing prices
in Durham were better, we might
beabletoafford tolivein Durham.
Green suggested that
subsidized housing might be
attractive to faculty even without
an increase in salary.
When asked how he felt
about unionizing the faculty,
Green responded, "I'm not terribly
in favor of it. I believe we have a
great deal to lose in that respect."
Green said that he thinks
unionization would impede the
progress possible with the new
"sensitive administration ... In
twenty years, I haven't seen more
of a chance to change things than
in the past few months with Dr.
Nitzschke here."
Speaking of the past
administration, Green said that
they "mushroomed" him.
"They've kept me in the dark and
fed me horse manure."
Another idea brought up
was the idea of having a public
forum where everyone could vote
on proposed policy.
"I think a referendum
type thing would be great," said
McCabe.
Elek said that students
need to get involved now to better
the University. "After you
graduate, your diploma will
always be from UN H ."

President Nitzschke answers questions from students regarding
(Ben Frazier photo)
policies at UNH

DAY, from page 1
Senate, are trying to
establish speakout ·sessions
weekly in a reserved room of the
MUB, sclid Mautz.
Brian McCabe, student
body president, said that this was
needed in order to establish a
steady line of communication
between the student government
and the student body.
The speakout is only a
starting point, said McCabe.
Continual communication will
keep the student government on
top of what student concerns are.
UNH President Dale
Nitzschke also agreed that the
speakout was a starting point that
hopefully would encourage
students to take advantage of the
newly formed President's
Council.
Nitzschkepointed to the
council as a place where any
student could bring up an issue of
concern, and the council would
deal with it and try to solve the
problem.
The speakout, said
Nitzschke, served the purpose of
making people who felt left out of
the process feel part of it again.
Once that is done, he
said, a more responsive structure,
like the President's Council, can
be used to address concerns.
McCabe called the
President's Council a way for
groups to bring issues to the
administration, but said the
weekly speakout sessions in the
MUB are needed to organize the
student position on issues.
Originally, before Mautz
and Botnick brought the idea to
them, McCabe said the senate was
planning on organizing a
bimonthly session where students

could voice concerns to them.
Mark Fischler, a UNH
sophomore who participated in
some of the ~oeakirw:Jvesterdgv.
said he thought that speakouts
once a week might be a little too
much, and that not a lot would be
accomplished.
He said a monthly
spea kout might be more
productive and might keep the
students interested in the program.
Fischler did say that the·
speakout was a great way to bring
the students, faculty and
administration together, instead
of being separate entities.
The weekly speakouts
will help the student body form a
separate identity, said Mautz.
The administration is in
a shifting period, he said, and
students need to organize and take
some of the control.
Mautz said that the sense
of student apathy on campus was
caused by the attitude that
students don't have a say. Mautz
said thathewasdisappointed with
the number of students who
attended.
Dean of Student Affairs
Gregg Sanborn disagreed,and said
that the extent and depth of
student concerns shouldn't be
judged by the lack of people at the
event.
Sanborn, who received
a large amount of criticism from
the audience, said that it was
obvious from the large number of
issues addressed at the speakout
that UNH students are not~
apathetic.
All agreed that any move
to increase communications
between groups on campus is
positive, no matter what form it
takes.
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1~1flit.1l;~ii11; UNH Jugglin g Club
/1,Jlll1tliJlt~ltil
More about Alcohol
by Marie Garland
It is about time. About time someone asked a

wants to catch all the
balls before they fall

student what they thought. About time student leaders
took a stand on behalf of the students that are the University
community. About time this column appeared.
A topic of the day all over campus is alcohol. More
specifically, alcohol violations which occur in residence
By Colleen Murphy
concentrated as a hawk's. He says
tell," he said.
halls. For more than a month now, it has been the focus of
News Reporter
that he definitely plans on returnmeeting,
first
this
At
news, complaints, and a few unfortunate calls home. How
Flying balls. Flying
'
which three students have come ing next week.
did it happen? Why did it happen? Where were your
hopes. Flying clubs. Sound
According to sophomore
out for, Schwartz, wearing
student leaders when it happened?
bizarre? This is the scene which
sweatpants and a T-shirt, is Joe Leary, juggling is habit
First of all, the Department of Residential Programs
would capture your eyes and your
forming. He said that in high
passingorangeand blue balls with
curiosity if you
and the Student Conduct System stress that it is not a
school he used to
happened past the
juggle every day.
change in University Policy. There has, however been a
Room
State
Granite
Schwartz said,
the
of
behalf
on
change in theapproach to alcohol violations
any
MUB
the
of
very addictive.
"It's
Residential Programs staff.
Wednesdaynightat
It's like playing a
It became more and more apparent to the office of
nine.
video game; you
Residential Programs that the majority of hall damage and
No, this is
have to have a lot of
violence was directly connected to the use of alcohol. As a
not a convention of
concentration.
result, Scott Chesney, Director of Residential Programs, in
unidentified flying
There's also the
objects. This is the
challenge of it that
conjunction with Assistant Directors and Hall Directors
Andy Schwartz, UNH alumniUNHJugglingClub
keeps you going."
developed a plan to discourage the illegal use of alcohol.
showing
juggler
action,
in
professional
turnedAs explained
eviction
of
sanction
the
recommending
is
Their approach
off their stuff.
Schwartz,
by
for hosts of 'parties'.
Although
because the group
The Student Conduct System has the responsibility
probably not the
is listed as an
of deciding whether or not this recommendation should be · most prominent group on cam- Jonathan Paul. Paul isa junior who affiliate of the International Jugthe final decision. The Conduct System is completely
pus, the club of self-proclaimed
has been juggling about six years. glers Association, juggling enthu"juggling addicts" has existed
separate from the Department of Residential Programs. It
This is his first experience with the siasts from such distant locations
since 1979 and is an affiliate of the Juggling Club.
as California, Georgia and Arizona
does, however, have to realize the same facts which lead to
International Juggling Associa"There you go. You've have been known to show up at
the change taken by Residential Programs. It also must
tion.
the meetings while in the area.
got to get that ball a little higher,"
uphold University Policy.
According to the club's
Severa 1 jugglers travel
The two each
Schwartz.
instructs
All of this decision making happened during the
advisor, Eric Gleske, the purpose
individually maneuver three balls from parts of Maine weekly to
summer months. Student leaders found out about the
of their weekly get-together is for
practice their juggling skills. "We
at once while exchanging balls in
change at the same time as the rest of the student body. And
beginner and experienced jugglers
probably have a greater nonthe air with each other every few
alike to learn and practice the
they are acting upon it.
student membership than student
seconds.
ff'-reational sport of juggling.
membership. Most people think
An INXStape blares from
The Student Senate is now faced with finding out
Formal is not the word
the tape player in the corner of the you have to be a great juggler to be
the answers to some important questions·. Some of these
for this group. Andy Schwartz, a
room. Every now and then the here. I hope more students come
are," Are individuals still being treated as individuals, not
UNT 1lumni-turned-professional
of a ball or a hoop or a to learn to juggle because there is
clattering
just another alcohol case?", "Is this the best way to combat
juggl ~r, who for many years was
club can be heard crashing to the always someone here to teach,"
the amount of damage and violence caused in residence
the club's advisor, said, "The
floor, only to be grabbed up . said Schwartz.
halls?", or "How does this affect attitudes about alcohol in
Juggling Club may be the most
According to Schwartz,
instantaneously by its owner and
general?"
laid back organization at UNH."
absolutely anyone can learn to
once again tossed into the air.
According to Schwartz,
The Student Senate has embarked on a campaign
Paul Bocko, a junior, juggle with a bit of practice.
Club
the
of
membership
the
how to juggle three Excell~nt coordination is not a
himself
taught
Student
for
Dean
Assistant
out'.
to 'straighten things
given
any
On
weekly.
fluctuates
He is gracefully prerequisite to mastering the art
ago.
months
Scott
Affairs/Conduct System, Barbara Bruegemann and
Wednesday night, the turnout
hoops into the of juggling.
plastic:
throwing
Chesney were both contacted and interviewed for their
could be as few as three people or
air. His eyes are as stoneside of the story. Resident Assistants, who after all are
as man as 25. "You ·ust can't
'policing' this new approach were asked to comment.
Residence Hall students should have seen signs in every
bathroom, asking for their opinon.
Out of those responses, the Student Senate will
formulatesometypeofrecom mendation to the appropriate
University authorities that will reflect the needs and desires
of students, staff, and administration. Any type of
recommendation must also reflect state and federal laws,
as well as take into consideration the health and welfare of
students across the board. The Senate feels this is the only
way to positively affect the community as a whole.
The Senate would like to thank all those who took
the time to respond to questionaires. Also, it is never too
late for student input on this subject. Please stop by the
Senate Office, room 130 MUB, or call 862-1494 if you have
any questions or comments.
Misconceptions are everywhere on this issue. If
you are unsure about any aspect of the system, take the
time to read over your rights and rules in the Student
H~ndbook. To learn more about the actual policy regarding
alcohol, read "Appendices", Section C, page 95-96. To
better understand the sanctioning procedure, read "Rules
of Conduct", Section G, page 85. Most of all, please act
responsibly.
And, take heart, the Senate is working for you.

"The Juggling Club may be
back
laid
most
the
organization at UNH."

Note: Please look for the PULSE REPORT every Friday in The
New Hampshire. The views presented in this column do not
necessarily reflect those of this newspaper. Marie Garland is a
Student Senate Chairperson for the Residential Programs and
Housing Council.

Kim Varney and Ann-Marie Elek speak out at the ©pen l·orum Thursday
(Ben Frazier photo)
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KEEFE, from page 3
an
is
education
said.
he
,
investment
He also said he favors
more scholarship and grant
teachers,
for
programs
especially in the fields of math,
science and foreign languages,
where we lag behind other
developed nations.
our
Expanding
commitme nt to education is
something that must be done,
he said, although it will be
tougher in the 1990s because of
the recession the country is
entering.
He attacked Zeliff for
not sticking to the voluntary
campaign spending limit of
$200,000 each for the primary
and the general election. Zeliff,
who spent over $400,000 in the
primary, according to Keefe,
was the only candidate in New
Hampshire 's primaries who
exceeded the limit.
Keefe, who spoke for
30 minutes before answering
questions from the audience,
said he supports campaign
spending reforms at a national
level because, "Big-mone y

interest is corrupting our political
system." He acknowledg ed that
he receives Political Action
Committee (PAC) money from
labor unions, the Sierra Club and
the National Abortion Rights
Action League, but he said, "The
problem is not PA Cs, per sc- the
problem is campaign spending."
He suggested providing
free media time for candidates,
allowing them to air 5-10 minute
spots full of only positive
messages. He said the governmen t
could mandate this as part of the
FCC licensing process that every
TV station must go through.
Keefe was questioned by
several members of the audience
about his stance on fighting the
drug war. ''The drug epidemic is
in a large part due to the culture of
poverty," he said, citing statistics
that showed the number of
homeless doubling in the last 10
years.
Besides attacking that
root problem, he favors attacking
the central problem of demand
with drug and alcohol education
from kindergarte n to 12th grade,
similar to health classes which

GRANT, from page 3
lion and $1.5 million, a 37
percent increase from the last
fiscal year.
In the press release,
University President Dale
Nitzschke said, "In addition to

the obvious and important
scholarshi p and knowl edg e
supplied by this funding, the state
of New Hampshire also receives
an infusion of$30.5 million, which
carries with it significant economic
conscguenc e~."

have been implemente d in the last
decade. Education could illustrate
the problems associated with
substance abuse, such as drunk
driving, wife beating and child
beating, he said.
He also supports drug
trcntment on demand, although
he admitted that the federal
governmen t is lacking the money
to do that right now, and he
emphasized that he is not in favor
of drug decriminali zation.
Keefe said he faces an
uphill battle to get elected because
he is a Democrat. He told the
student audience that ifhe receives
only their vote, he will lose. He
needs volunteers to work for him
any way they can, by wearing a
button or putting up signs, for
exam pie. "That little bit extra
makes the difference between
victory and defeat," he said.
pro-choice
The
movement received a great deal of
attention from Keefe. He said
abortion was a matter of personal
privacy and personal autonomy,
and that the right to privacy is a
fundamenta l constitution al right.
"The decision to reproduce should
be made by the woman herself in

the privacy of her own home" and
not by bureaucrat s and judges, he
said.
and
Outlawing
criminalizi ng abortion is not the
way to lessen the number of
abortions, he said. Governmen t
can work to discourage abortion,
encourage adoption, and promote
birth control, as well as encourage
abstinence for the young. ''There
should be adequate funding for
birth control through the public
sector," he said.
Keefe said his pro-choice
stance was part of a larger web of
social issues he supports, in
contrast to "fervent anti-choice
politicians, who believe that life
begins at conception and ends at
birth.
"Once the child is born,
they vote against child care, Head
Start" and other related programs,
he said.
"The governmen t should
have affordable quality child care
available to families," Keefe said,
citing that the average cost forchild
care per week per child in NH is
S85. He favors better pre-natal care
and Head Start programs, as well
as job training for · th e

"Good
underpriv ileged .
education early in life prevents
problems later on," he said .
for
argued
Keefe
"prudent, responsible cuts in the
military," pointing out that almost
40 percent of our defense budget
goes to NATO, which has no
purposeno wthatthe Warsaw Pact
is crumbling. He said he would
cut Star Wars and other weapons
systems.
The current crisis in the
Middle East highlights the need
for a rapid deploymen t defense;
he said we have had to lease
transport ships from other
countries to get our troops to Saudi
Arabia.
The crisis has two ca uses:
one is Saddam Hussein, of whom
Keefe said, "Something must be
done to stop him, hopefully
peacefully."
The bigger problem is
dependenc e on
percent
50
our
foreign oil, he said. In the past
decade, instead of stressing
conservatio n, the US has lowered
the gas mileage requiremen ts for
cars and lost our lead in solar
technology to Japan, said Keefe.
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ROC K, from page. 3
where it is needed and gaining it
where it is dangerou s. Rock said
his research group, which consists
of five faculty members and four
students, is one of the leading
centers for this type of study. Other
top universiti es in this line of
research are Stanford , the
University of Colorado, and York
in Toronto, Ontario. This handful
of researcher s often work together
in developm ent and observatio n.
At the present moment, the
Universi ty of Colorado is
developi ng
an
imaging

-"•♦•"
If you would
like to place a
personal stop
by Rm. 1108,
MUB
862-1323

spectrom eter which will create
more exact "spectral fingerprin ts."
Since 1968, when he
received his undergrad uate degree
in botany at the Universit y of
Vermont, Rock has ~een involved
in some area of plant science. He
obtained his Ph.D., also in botany,
from the University of Maryland
in 1972. Soon after, he entered
Alfred Universit y in New York as
an assistant professor of biology,
where he taught botany, biology,
and geology.
In 1978, Rock worked in

*

*
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a project studying changes in
vegetation caused by natural gas
(methane) seepage. The project, a
jointeffor tofNASA andGEOS AT,
used the variations observed in
vegetation to detect the presence
of natural gas.
From 1981 to 1987, Rock
was the group leader of the
Ceobotan ical Remote Sensing
Research Program at NASA's Jet
Propulsio n
Laborato ry in
Pasadena, California. His research
used satellites to locate methane
fields, but economic s during the
mid-1980s slowed interest in the
search for natural gas.
Rock joined the faculty
at UNH in August of 1987. His
studies in the Complex Systems
Research
Center
involve
examinin g satellite images of
vegc.tatio n. Both healthy and
stressed vegetatio n give off a
"spectral fingerprin t." Using this
fingerpri nt, research ers ca11
determin e
environm ental
problems.
The satellite images
record different parts of the
spectrum
reflected
from
vegetatio n. Healthy vegetatio n
shows up green and blue in the
images, whereas environm entally
stressed vegetatio n appears

yellow, orange, and red as damage
increases.
The
most
heavi 1y
damaged forests arc found on
mountain tops in such arrns as the
Adironda ck, White, and Creen
Mountain ranges . "Clouds are like
Mother Nature's vacuum cleaner
bag," says Rock. They collect
pollutants in high concentra tions,
and rain is nature's wayof.cle aning
the atmosph ere. At high
elevations , vegetation exposed to
acid clouds shows a much higher
rate of stress. Mountain top clouds
can often have a pH of 2.5 or 2.6,
which is extremely acidic.
Ozone
is
a not her
problem facing the planet's
vegetation .
Funding for Rock's
research comes from scvera I
federal agencies including NASA,
NOA, the Forest Service, Park
Service,
and
the
EPA
(Environ mental
Protectio n
Agency). Although grants for this
year's research are being decided
by Congress this week, Rock said
in the past it has ranged from
S300,000 to S500,000.
Rock has recently
traveled
to
Poland
and
Czechoslo vakia to study forest
condition s in those countries. He
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delivery company.
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plans to visit Siberia this summer.
Rock said forests in eastern Europe
arc tremendo usly damaged
because many of the countries
have no legislatio n against
pollution. "The relaxing of faistWest tension had been a real
benefit to science," said Rock.
Rock also said that
NASA has plans for an Earth ·
Observing System (EOS). EOS is
an orbital platform that will
constantly monitor the earth to
detect the presence of harmful
pollutants . However, Rock said
that there is a concern in Congress
that NASA is weak and ineffective,
which might adversely affect EOS.
EOS is not the only
project being threatened . As in the
past, LANDSAT is up for review
again this March. "It all boilsdmv n
to
money,"
said
Rock.
LANOSA T's owner EOSA T is
concerned that it is not making a
profit, and Congress is concerned
that its age has made its service'obsolete.
Rock strongly disagrees.
Accordin g to him, LANDSA T
performs a unique and vital service
in monitorin g the earth. "Nothing
else up there ( in space ) can do
what LANDSAT can do," Rock
said.
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RADIO, from page 5
Office is trying to implement
more activities on a much more
regular basis," said Parente.
She added that student
support was needed and the
Student ActivitiesOfficeisopen
to ideas and suggestions.
McCabe addressed
Ni man on faculty involvement
and why we do not see our
professors
"leading
by
example."
Niman said that the
staff is not often approached by
the administration and the kinds

of activities that faculty would like
to see do not always happen on
the UNH campus.
Also, Chesney feels that
the faculty is not rewarded enough
when they do participate.
McCabe believes that
public service within the
university has to be considered
just as important as research and
teaching ability in the tenure
process.
The WUNH Radio
Forum is held Wednesday nights
at 6 p.m.
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DEAN, from page 1
because of a new president
or the Alcohol & Drug-Free
Campus Act. It is really a
reflection of the changing times
and the need for us to be clearer
with students and to be much
more consistent with adhering
to those standards which we feel
are important as a community.
TNH: What's the main
issue behind the charge against
Freshman Camp?

OS: Freshman Camp, as

an organization, is obliged to abide
by the standards of behavior that
all organizations are expected to
adhere to.
We had received complaints in the previous yearsabout
some of the activities which occurred at Freshman Camp. The
executive staff was well aware of
the opinion the University had
regarding its past behavior. The

executive staff knew that last year
the University had established a
group called the Orientation Steering Committee, which was going
to look at the overall freshman
year, includingorientation. Freshman Camp is an important componentof the initial orientation of
students, so in a meeting I had
with the staff last year, I told them
that this was a transitional year. I
told them· that it was important

for Freshman Camp to develop a
model program that was consistent with the values and goals of
the institution 'a nd the orientation
program.
The executive staff did
make some improvements and
needs to be acknowledged. But
there were still problems behaviorally which were clearly, in my
opinion of the Steering Committee, violations of University stan-

<lards of conduct .
Again, what we're trying
to do is be consistent. We can't
hold the Greek organizations accountable and then allow an organization like Freshman Camp,
which has a tremendous impact
on the University as well as incoming students, to continue to
conduct themselves in a way that's unbecoming and a violation of
University standards. That's why
I'm attempting

DEATH, from page 1
stationed at Camp Pendleton, California in a Marine Light
Attack Helicopter Squadron
when he was called to the Persian Gulf in early September.
The last time Dillon's

family spoke to him was in the
Philippines, the night before he
left for the Middle East on the
U.S.S. Okinawa.
"Gary felt it was im por-

tant for him to support his country. He knew that's where they
needed him and that's where he
had to go. He recognized the
danger," Dillon's father said.

Dillon's memorial service is scheduled for today at the
Wesley Methodist Church in
Concord. His father hopes that all
of Dillon's friends will be able to

attend and honor Dillon with the
family.
"Gary understood that
he couldn't pick and choose. To
have freedom, you have to pay
the price," his father said.
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PERSONAL?
FOR SALE?
HELP WANTED?
HOUSING?
LOST & FOUND?
SERVICES?

DON"T
DRINK
AND
DRIVE!
*

A Public Service Message From
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

*.

.

:*Homecoming 1990:
Magic _Carpet -Ride!!!
Midnight Madness
Spirit Days with Themes
Outside Movie: "Naked Gun" at Sigma Phi Epsilon
Giant Campus-wide Coffee House, MUB PUB
Bed Races
Limo Ride
Magician: Peter the Magician
Hypnotist: Jeny Valley
•
PARADE
Pep Rally and Bonfire
Block Party with Andy Happel
Football Game: UNH vs. Northeastern

**•

~•
Sponsors:
Barnes & Noble, Durham Laundry, Great Bay Cleaners,
Hayden Sports, Tin Palace, Shear Excitement, The
Bagelry, Houghton's Hardware, Sub Stop, Young's
Restaurant, Durham Bike, Allied Video, J.P.'s Eatery,

WERZ

and
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Student Senate, Mini-Dorm Hall
Council, Lord and Hunter Hall Councils, COOL-AID,
Athletics, WUNH, Student Activities, Residential Life,
Housing and Conferences, UNH Dining, Student Senate
Homecoming 1990 coordinated by the UNH Campus Activities Board*

Free
Delivery
11 am - close
Saturday & Sunday

868-7449
• JP's JUMBO Subs &
Sandwiches
·• Fresh Seafood
• Salads & More
• Daily Homemade
Specials

$1 OFF
Any JP's JJ(!)J~[;j@ Sub
One coupon per pu-chase. Not valid with any
other special. Only at JP's Eatery
38 Main St. Durham 868:7449

ICJ'Yg
O:.~~

l!ATERV
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UNH Stud ents Beco me Emp ower ed
Think about the power of 11,000 registered voters who have a common mindset.
Right now, UNH students have the
power to take over the town of Durham. We
can do it with our right to vote.
The Durham Town Council voted last
Monday night to allow for special voter
registration to happen on our campus. Now
it's easy. In the next two weeks, every single
UNH student can have a voice in this community and this state. Registration will now
mean a short walk over to the MUB, and as
a mass of voters we will have the power to
create and rectify.
Satisfied with the way Durham is
run?
With our right to vote, we can have a
voice in deciding if more bars are needed
downtown. Right now, most Durham
"townies" don't want more bars because
they see students ruining the quality of life .
in Durham. Do you agree? Imagine the
power of a mass of students at a Durham
town meeting with an opinion on this issue.
Are you living in an apartment in
Durham? The town.wants to make sure that
no more than three unrelated people live in
one single apartment. Again, here comes the

Random

I
To the Editor:
A hundred thousand
times I have been offended, as an
aspiring writer, and I live with it
and thrive on it. Before the outcry
against a recent Random Writing,
however, I never found it necessary to share my offense. The Dark
Man's exploration into horror/
shock writing was admittedly a
little campy, but it was an entirely
legitimate exercise of the human
mind.
As I have said before, I
seek to be a writer. However, as a
writer who produces, for the most
part, tales of a dark genre labeled
'cyberpunk', I face numerous
hardships when it comes to publication. "Sir, you have written a
dirty story", "We cannot possibly
publish something so brutally
offensive". In other words, "we
fear". Publishers, editors, and
authorsall fearthespectreofpublic
outcry, that their magazines, papers, or books will be labeled
'dirty', 'pornographic', or any
number of other terms denoting
that they are not worthy of serious
consideration.
Horror writing should be
read. It is one of the oldest literary
fiction genres of all, dating back to

quality of life issue screamed by the nonstudent residents of Durham. Do you agree?
After all, Durham is your home too. As'
students we should have some say over
where we can and cannot live.
Are you Greek? The power the registered Greeks could have is almost unfathomable. On October 8th, the Durham town
council decided that all but two Greek houses
would have to install a very costly sprinkler
system. If the Greeks organized and wanted
to offer another alternative, there would be
nothing stopping them.
lJnderstand that it isn't always the
University administration that is "out to
get" the Greek system.
Most of the actions made by school
officials are the result of complaints from
Durham residents. Case in point: Dean
Sanborn decided to implement the new alcohol policy for fraternities after the summer and especially Labor Day weekend,
when he got tons of negative pressure from
Durhamites. School administrators would
become very nervous if they knew the s tu dents they were dealing with had the power
to fight with votes.
Votes from UNH students count on a
state level too. As registered voters we will

e
sue
Epic of Gilgamesh. It is a tool to
show us fear, and to remove our
fears from the horrors of our own
realities. To dismiss the evolution
of horror literature as debased,
immature rantings is no better than
dismissing impressionist or abstract art as idiotic splatterings of
paint.
(tis important in all arts
to press the fringes and seek a new
frontier of expression, for without
such growth, art is stagnated. By
forcing out the bounds of staid,
bland writings that are high in
such questionable 'qualities' as
decorum, politeness,and niceness,
the Dark Man adds to society, by
showing where it can be hurt, and
thusly, where we need to work
toward correcting its ills.
Mr. Cass tells the Dark
Man to "grow up and get some
professional help". What if James
Joyce, Emile Zola, or any of the
other fine authors who wrote of
things that society did not find to
be "nice" had taken this kind of
advice? The world is not all trees,
flowers, and chirping birds, and
someone must show the gasoline
and I-beam guts of society.
If "Rantings of the Dark
Man" had notappearedintheNew
Hampshire, where could it have
shown up? Every time I read a
newspaper;, magazine, textbook,
or flyer, I will often find something offensive to me, but I do not

elect the state senator from our district in
November. Whether you choose Sha~een or
Torr, understand this person will have a
voice in Concord to decide how much money
will get allocated to UNH. Were you ripped
about the mid-year tuition hike last semester? The New Hampshire economy continues to digress, and this senator. will help
decide of this type of atrocity will happen
again.
As registered voters we can have an
affect on the guberna\orial race. Gregg and
Grandmaison and candidates in the future
will surely show up at UNH if they know
they are dealing with over 10,000 votes.
That's the amount of an entire town, and
that's respectable. As residents of New
Hampshire for four years, the race for governor should mean something to you. The
issues of abortion and environmental conservation along with countless others will
be handled by the person we have the power
to elect.
Get involved in this year's politics -if
only to try and better our way of life here at
UNH. Registering to vote can give us
enormous power as a community of students.

whichwaswritten.lt's alloverthe
scream for its removal. People
place.Andtherearema nyfamous
have a right to read and write
writers who are successful and
what they please. If they wish to
probably are not "immature neuread what Mr. Cass terms 'porrotics," and do not need "profesnography', they have that option
sional help," as you suggest for
open, just as Mr. Cass has the
option to offend me in this section - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the paper. However, without

Letters
Continue d
on page 18

that right, the right to read what
you choose, to write what you
choose, and therefore, to think
what you choose the horror of the
Dark Man will be nothing to the
horror of a dark world under the
yoke of censorship.
Michael S. Chase
Free Citizen

Random
II
To the Editor:
Hello Mr. Cass. I'm writing in response to your letter in
the October 9th "New Hampshire." First of all, I agree that the
content of the Dark Man's letter
could be found offensive by
many, and should probably not
be found in the school newspaper.
However, I cannot
imagine that you, being in a position of counseling, would say the
things you said. Obviously, there
is a market for the type of writing
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By: Jim Manning

A False Dichotomy in Philosophical Terms

I

I, ~

n regards to Mr. Leblanc's plea and
rebuttal in TNH October 5th. Apparently
Mr. Leblanc had been sleeping in his "intro
to Argumentation course" when he
suggested that ''The more times that you
force students to choo,se between DWI and
beingresponsible,themoreyouwillincrease
the raw number of drunk drivers on our
roads." In point of fact, this is known as a
False Dichotomy in Philosophical terms. He
assumes that the new alcohol policy forces
students to choose between DWI and
responsible behavior, when in fact, we all
know that there exists numerous altemati ves
(i.e. Safe Rides - which picks up in
Portsmouth, Taking a Cab, sleeping over at
the party, Etc.). Therefore, he greatly
exaggerates the dramatic increase of DWI's
he predicts.
Utopian, I think not. As a senior at
this school, I've heard that Durham was beat

@, Qb

(dull) as far as activities. Students mustthen
drive to Portsmouth or other surrounding
towns. Is this new? No way. As Mr. Leblanc
correctly states,"... Some have already paid
(forDWI)withtheirlives."Lestheforgetthe
Duplessis death last April on Rte. 4. Yes, off
campus, and yes, before any prohibitive
drinking policy. And yes, during the
"Organized Sober Committees" era Mr.
Leblanc mentioned.
Another oversight appears to be the
underestimation of the "teaching effect" of
the policy. Let's not be ignorant enough to
believe that 100% compliance will be reached
with this new policy, but is some behavior
modification better than none at all? I think
so. Remember Prohibition in the 1920's?They
said the same thing about that, "It'll never
work",contrarytopopularbelief, prohibition
wasextremelyeffectiveuntilitwasrepealed
for olitical and financial reasons.

By Gary McCallister
One more point, if the UNH students
can't or won't act responsibly, don't you
think the bars in the surrounding towns
have a strong incentive- esp~cially now- to
lirnitthepracticeofservingtominors,serving
to excess, and possibly contributing to a
tragedy or creating a major lawsuit that
could wipe them out of business? !think so!
As you say Mr. Leblanc, some are
going to "Do it anyway" no matter what the
policy is, as they have demonstrated, but
don't absolve the students of guilt/
responsibility for their own actions, (the
courts won't) that wouldn't be re~listic, now
would it? I guess actions speak louder than
words. I'm from Missouri. Show Me!!!!

Gary McCallister is associated with the
DepartmentofHealthManagementandforthose
of you not from the Midwest, Missouri is called
the "Show Me "state.
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More letters ..... More letters .. ••

this type of writer. One such
writer who comes to mind is
Stephen King. King writes things
that are much more demented and
grotesque than what the Dark Man
wrote.
I cannot believe that this
piece of writing would draw the
fire it has drawn. This issue is as
bad as the Robert Mapplethorpe
issue, in that people are questioning the morals and intellectual
state, instead of just the subject of
the writer. Maybe this writing
should not have appeared in the
paper, but don't jump down the
writer's throat for being creative
or trying a new field. And don't
call him crazy or dangerous beca use he's experimenting. Get rea 1.
We're students, we're learning. We
have to experiment with things to
see what works. How is everyone
supposed to learn what is acceptable if no one can ever push the
boundaries?
Again, Mr. Cass, what is
"so stupid" about being creative?
Was Mr. Mapplethorpe "stupid"
because he wished to depict relationships between men? That
doesn't sound stupid. In fact, it
sounds rather "stupid" (for lack of
a lighter word), or at least closedminded, to jump all over someone
who's working toward an end.
The Dark Man has been writing in
a certain genre that is becoming
very popular. If anyone should be
criticized for this piece, it should
be the editors who allowed it to be
printed.
Wayne D. LaPorte, Jr.
Senior /English

first. I am sure my colleagues in
Life Sciences and Earth sciences
will put Ms. Decker right on her
misconceptions concerning the
mechanisms of evolution, the fossil record, and the age of the earth.
I suggest she use the resources of
informational available on campus rather than regurgitate nonsense from Morris' long discredited book. I feel I am qualified to
comment on her comprehension
of Thermodynamics. In a word, it
is nonexistent. The second Law
(which is most certainly not the
"Law of Energy Decay") cannot
be invoked for life on earth unless
the role played by the sun is carefully considered: The loss of order
in the sun as it warms this planet
more than compensates for any
increase in complexity on earth.
True, the world either
was created, or it wasn't. But if it
were created, what is the evidence
for a six day divine construction
job? I much prefer to think it was
sneezed from the nose of some
cosmological giant. If one mu~t
believe in myths, at least let them
be interesting ones.
Evolution is not an article of faith, but an observable,
ongoing process which conceptually binds the biological sciences.
Creationism has nothing to do
with science, and little to do with
religion. Rather it is· a political
movement aimed at indoctrination and censorship, hiding behind the rhetoric of free speech
and equal time.

Howard R. Mayne
Associate Professor of
Chemistry

Random
III
To the Editor:
I deplore the "Random
Writings" in your last issue, and I
protest the editorial decision behind its publication. The last paragraph seems to invoke the freedom of the press as the excuse or
even the motive for writing and
printing such a piece. Those who
prize first amendment rights, as t
do, depend on good judgment
from those who wield the power
of print. The publication of this
article is , like the article itself, a
reprehensible lapse of judgement.

Walter Eggers
Vice President for
Academic Affairs

Evolution

I
To the editor:

Elyse Decker's article,

"How did we get here anyway?"
(The 'New Hampshire, October,
9th, 1990) was so riddled with
factual and logical errors, it was
difficult to know what to address

Evolution
II
To the Editor:
In response to Elyse
Decker's "How Did We Get Here
Anyway?" from TNH, October
9th.
I have to admit: I have
never seen a more shabbily written forum article in my life. Clarity of theme is definitely a problem here!
Ms. Decker should really
choose her words more carefully
before making such grandiose
statements about a population of
people she probably doesn't even
understand.
For instance, she said
"Evolutionary theory is atheistic
because all conclusions assume
that God does exist." WRONG.
She really shouldn't use the words
"all conclusions" because it makes
her look conceited and foolish .
That statement is incorrect in the
manner that she assumes she
knows every single possible evolutionary hypothesis.
As a matter of information, there are quite a few people
out there who believe in BOTH
evolution and creation, but she
does not even count those people
when she is making generaliza-

tions about the world population.
For instance, she said, "Most scientists believe in evolution, but
that docs not mean that science
proves evolution." What a bold
statement for a journalism major.
She should please get her facts
straight. In fact, the more complex
phenomena scientists observe, the
more they are coming to theorize
that creation wasa possible beginning for the universe. I know quite
a numberof scientists, myself, who
are creationists.
And when she quotes
from Dr. Henry Morris' book,
What is Creation Science?, she does
not use fact, but rather pure opinion to found her basis: "There is no
known mechanism of evolution.
Nobody really understands how
evolution works." What a hypocritical statement, considering
nobody really understands how
creation works, either. We
wouldn't need a lotofbiologists, if
vve knew how evolution ,vorkcd,
and we wouldn't need a lot of
biologists, of we kncvv exactly
,vhat happened in the creation of
the Earth.
Oh, and how does the
breaking up of comets supply
physical evidence of creation? I
know why they break up, and if
she wants me to, I can show her,
with a lighter and a snowball.
Overall, her statements
arc too broad, and cover a small
minority who think in such backward waysasshedoes.Sheshould
talk to the people around her,
before she starts making statemcntsabout what theythinkabout
her beliefs or her science.
Matt Leavitt
English major

Evolution
III
To the Editor:
This letter is in reference
to the forum piece entitled, "How
Did We Get Here Anyway?" written by Elyse Deckerai·1d printed in
the Oct. 9th edition of "The New
Hampshire."
Ms. Decker, I will not try
to dispute your scientific argu. ments concerning evolution vs.
creationism. My scientific knowledge in the area ofThermodynamics is somewhat limited. I would,
at this point, like to invite those
with a better scientific understanding of such matters to come forward with their ideas and dispute
what Ms. Decker has said.
I will, however, dispute
your claim that"evolutionary theory is atheistic because all conclusions assume that God does not
exist." (How did you come to this
conclusion?). You go on to state
that "many religions have been
founded on the theory of evolution, such as Unitarianism, Buddhism and Humanism." I don't
know much about Buddhism and
Humanism, but I know a number
of Unitarians v.ho would be upset
to discover that their religion is
founded on an atheistic theory.
Believing in God does not

negate the theory of evolution . I
make this claim as both a woman
of faith and an e,volutionist. This
does not mean that I believe unequivocally in the theory of evolution. My belief in Cod allovvs me
to accept the possibility that creationism can explain the origin of
all. However, as an edurntcd
woman, I cannot reject the evidence that science has discovered
in regards to evolution. Yes, it is
possible that this "evidence" is
misleading and incorrect - possible, but not likely.
I cannot explain the exact origins of the universe, Ms.
Decker. No one can - not scientists, not theologians. I can believe
that however it all started, hovvcver we all came to be here, it was
(and continues to be) God who
engineered this miracle that V-.:·e
call the universe. I'm sure that
many will dispute this, for indeed
there arc evolutionists who arc
atheists. My aim in this letter was
to point out that being one (an
evolutionist), does not necessarily
include being the other (an_athcist).
Libby Lent
Ordained Minister-To-Be

More on
Alcohol
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in
response to a number of letters
regarding the Alcohol Policy that
I have seen published in recent
editions of the New Hampshire.
I have never seen so
many people blatantly contradict
themselves in my life. In a majority of the letters, something like
this appears: "We are mature
adults, and we should be treated
like adults, not babysat by the
University." The letters goon, and
inevitably a statement like this
appears: "I can't believe that the
University will not accept the
reality that their policy will be
responsible for more drunk-driving accidents in surrounding
towns." Excuse me?? Who will be
responsible for drunk driving?
Sorry Kids, it's not the University's
policy. It's you.
You 'matureadults', who
choose, (and yes, it is your choice)
to drink and drive. P~ople say
"Students feel forced to go off
campus to drink, so then they will
be driving back drunk." Well,
sorry to burst your bubble, friends,
but no one is 'forcing' you to drink
at all, anywhere, it's your choice.
If you choose to, then it's your
responsibility as 'mature' adults,
who don't need babysitters,' to
make sure you do it responsibly.
Drinking and driving is not responsible. There is the contradiction.
I had the pleasure of
hearing Derek Sanderson, former
Boston Bruin's superstar, speak a
couple of weeks ago. He told how
his involvement with drugs (yes
everyone, alcohol is a drug) had
ruined his career and his life. He
told a story of a day when his

buddy, who had had a couple of
beers, and he went riding on their
motorcycles. The buddy stopped
at his girlfriends. She climbed on
the back of his bike, and off they
went, cruising. Derck' s buddy was
a trick rider. He performed and
raced, and could ride circles
around Derck.
As they went along, a car
pulled out in front of them at an
intersection. Derek performed the
procedure that is common in this
situation, he d um pcd the bike and
rolled away. His buddy, however,
did not react in time, and smashed
into the car. His girlfriend flew
over him, and the force of the
impact threw her hands behind
her back, which is how she hit the
pavement. Face first. Because of
this man's drinking and driving,
by a man who'd considered himself mature and responsible, an
innocent girl lost her eyebrows,
her nose and her chin. Who's responsible for her losing her face?
He is, right? So who is responsible
when you slam into the innocent
mother and three kids in Lee? The
new policy? I think not, you are. It
vvas your choice, your responsibility.
When you choose to
break the law and drink when
you're under 21, you should be
prepared to face the consequences.
Don't whine and say "The policy
is unfair" or "I should get a second
chance." The policy just so happens to coincide with New Hampshire state law. Did you not seethe
dozens of posters in your hall, or
were you genuinely unaware that
you were breaking the law? Please.
Don't give me any of that "Be
realistic, people are going to do it
no matter what" stuff either. Just
because many people break the
law doesn't mean they should not
be held accountable; and if you
disagree with the law, don't tell
the University. Write your state
senator. Every individual student
must choose and be responsible
for her /his own actions, like any
'mature adult' must be.
'
PaulR.Rand
Undeclared
Sophomore
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ROCK, ROLL and RECYCLE

$

A Hcindy Guide to Recycling Programs in the Seacoast Area
By Ellen Harris
Environmental Page
Editor
Recycling is easy!
Here is a guide that makes
it even easier! No more
excuses... Even if your
town hasn't developed a
recycling program yet,
there are places that will
take your recyclables.
Read on!

DOVER:
WHERE:
The recycling dropoff center is located on
River Street, off Henry
Law Ave. (Henry Law is
the tum off Central Ave.
across from Strafford
National Bank.)
WHEN: ,l
Saturdays from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesdays from 8:30 a.m. to 12
noon
WHO:
ANYONE.
WHAT:
Newspaper, . aluminum, tin, glass (bn;.>wn,
clear and green), plastic
soda and milk bottles, corrugated cardboard.
HOW:
"Do it yourself' style.
You can drive your car
right in and separate all
the materials in the various labeled dumpsters.
MISC:

.This program was
developed by citizen initiative with support from
fu.e city of Dover. It is
sponsored by the. Waste
Management Co. The
citizens who volunteer to
help are great people
(they even help you unload your car!) You can
help them by emptying
all containers, removing
jar and bottle tops and
separating all materials.

DURHAM:
WHERE:
Curbside "blue
box" recycling.
WHEN:
Your regular refuse pick-up day.
WHO:
All Durham residents.
WHAT:
Newspaper, green,
brown and clear glass,
aluminum, tin, plastic
bottles and corrugated
cardboard.

ON CAMPUS:

WHEN:
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays: 1 to 6 p.m.
Saturdays: 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
WHO:
Lee residents.
[NOTE: If you live in
Newmarket and are interested in recycling, you
may call the L
e
e
Selectmen' s Office (6595414) and ask permission
to recycle in Lee.]
WHAT:
Just about everything. Newspaper, aluminum, tin, plastics, all
glass, cardboard, scrap
metal and tires. Also,
there is a swap shop for
appliances and drop
boxes for Salvation Army
clothing, etc. The station
also includes piles for
composte and brush as
well as a bulky waste
container (mattresses,
etc.)

Most dorms have
aluminum recycling barrels in common areas.
Also, most academic
buildings have receptors
for aluminum.
If you are concerned about the recycling
situation in your dorm,
fratemi ty or sorority, talk
to your R.A., Hall Director or dorm/ h o u s e
STRATHAM:
president. With some
WHERE:
persistence, you can b e
Recycling center lothe proud initiator of a
more extensive recycling cated on Route 101, near
circle at town hall on left.
program at UNH.
It's across from the
Little Italy restaurant.
LEE:
WHEN:
WHERE:
Saturday mornings
The Lee "transfer
from
8 a.~. to 2 p.m.
station" is located at the
WHO:
end of D u m p R o a d ,
ANYONE.
which runs along the
playing fields.

A Quote for the Week:
"The soil is like a bank account. You
must put in and put in and wait for the
interest to grow before you start making
withdrawls. Who has a bank account
where you can only withdraw! and
never deposit?"
-Don Eligio Panti

WHAT:
Paper, glass (green,
brown and clear), aluminum, plastic soda and
milk bottles.

NEWMARKET:
Since Newmarket
doesn't have a recycling
program, residents may
take recyclables to either
Dover, Lee, Stratham or
Portsmouth.

to3 p.m.
WHO:
ANYONE!
WHAT: ·
Newspapers, all
glass,aluminum, tin, plastic soda and milk bottles.
MISC:

This program is
sponsored by WHEB FM
radio s t a t i o n ,
Portsmouth Herald,
Portsmouth Rotary Club
and B.F.I. It was the first
PORTSMOUTH: program in the seacoast
area to provide widescale
WHERE:
Channel Home recycling to the public.
WHEB broadcasts
Center,Routel,
live
from
Channel Home
Portsmouth. Rock, Roll
and Recycle Program.
Center, allowing you to
WHEN:
First Sunday of
"ROCK, ROLL
every month from 11 a.m. AND RECYCLE!"
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What's playing at

MUSO this week?

DISTANT
VOICES, .
STILL LIVES •
$2 Non-students
$1 Students

-

- - MONDAY, OCT. 15
\

\

-

VOICE OF THE AMAZON

-

'f'

PARSONS 101

7:00 PM ·

j

Filmmaker Miranda Smith will present her onehour award winning documentary exploring the
deforestation facing the Amazon rainforest through the
life and ideas of Chico Mendes. Includes Mendes' last
interview before his assassination .
.FREE TO STUDENTS, $1 NON-STUDENTS
Sponsored by the Progressive Student Network and PFO

•
•
•
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The Worst Tenant Ever

By Philip Fujawa Jr.

Arts Reporter
In Pacific Heights, director
John Schlesinger had combined
three of the hottest names in
Hollywood. The film, which stars
Melanie Griffith, Matthew Modine, and Michael Keaton combine
their excellent screen portrayals
with dramatic directing and contemporary theme to form a tension filled psychological thriller.
The film's plot, taken
from a screenplay by David Pyne,
tells the tale of a young couple,
Drake Goodman and Patty
Palmer played by Modine and
Griffith. They risk their financial
future by buying and renovating
an old Victorian house in San
Francisco. Their hopes to keep up
with the house payments are
based on their ability to rent the
two apartments on the ground
floor of their new home. The
trouble begins when Carter
Hayes, played by Keaton, shows
up to rent the remaining apartment. He flashes several thousand dollars and offers to pay six
months ahead.
The success of this story
revolves around tension. As
Drake and Patty, Modine and
Griffith do excellent jobs of playing sympathetic characters. The
two young lovers tighten their
proverbial belts to move in together in this new house. All
seems to be working in their direction when they seem to have
rented both of their apartments.

Micheal Keaton and friend busy demolishing their apartment.

This all changes when theyrealize
that the money Hayes (Keaton)
has supposedly sent to their bank
has not arrived.
As Hayes, Keaton is
positively evil. He possesses all
the qualities of the perfect mortal
enemy. He is smart, collected, and
most importantly unpredictable.

Melanie Griffith is Heroine Patty Palmer

Inhisfirstscreenappearancesince
Batman, Keaton's potrayal is
masterful. He is the perfect embodimentofHayes' evil intentions.
Carter makes his living
by being the impossible tenant.
After he moves in, he refuses to
pay rent. He keeps the other tenants up all night and breeds cockroaches in the apartment he rarely
occupies. Modine gives an excellent interpretation as Drake. Inflamed by this direct threat to his
happiness Modine gives a fiery
performance. Unfortunately
Drake's immaturity becomes his
downfall. Hayes plays Drake like
a puppet. Hayes' continuing offenses are coupled with subtle
advances on Patty. In his jealousy
and anger Drake's childish antics
lead to their first encounter with
the police. Rather than finding an
ally, Drake and Patty find that
Hayes' careful planning places the
law on his side.
Drake and Patty find
that, after their other tenants move
out because of the noise and
roaches they are faced with losing
their home. The tension that Carter Hayes makes it possible that
they may lose one another.
As the tension and stakes
escalate in this psychological war,
we see Patty emerging as the
strongest character. In her first role
since her Academy Award n(?mination for Working Girl, Melanie
Griffith shows why she was chosen for this role. Her character has
tofightwhenallaroundherchaos.
She must not only deal with the
risk of losing her house, but also
her love. Drake's encounters find
him in the hospital, leaving Patty
to fend for herself. In her anger she
finds the strength to go on after a

........ .

miscarriage, and in that strength
she finds the ability to deal with
Hayes.
While the story is about
helplessness, it is John
Schelesinger's directing that brings
the tension to the screen. His use of
steep camera angles and rotating
shots show how Drake and Patty's
world had been turned upside

down and gives the audience a
real sense of how little control they
have over their lives.
I would have to say that,
as "thrillers" go, Pacific Heights
ranks high on my list thanks to a
combination of strong performances by talented actors and excellent direction by a veteran in the
business.

Matt Modine as the hapless Drake Goodman '

_

..

a.

......

6,

..

,..
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Wey Wey Hep Uh Hole:
An Evening With Robyn Hitchcock
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
"My songs are simple pictures .. .! want the pictures to be as intense as
possible- ideally one glimpse would detonate the spectator permanently."
Robyn Hitchcock, Dec. '87
Flesh or fish, no one's really sure. Sometimes the fellow dons a devil mask
and sometimes he dons a Cynthia mask. You've seen the chap with a can of bees and
you've seen him with a globe of frogs. Every creature, from the insect mother to the
madonna of the wasps, will agree he's am usical iguana. Robyn Hitch cock's his nameif you must blare it out please use a trumpet, thank you.
"Beneath our civilized glazing, we are all deviants, all alone, and all
peculiar" (Globe Of Frogs liner notes, Nov. '87). Armed only with an acoustic guitar,
an elastic nasal whine and a brackish sense of humor, Mr. Hitchcock performed
before a sold out Nightstage audience in Cambridge Tuesday night. Hitchcock
sprinkled his set with old gems like the Soft Boy's (his former group) number "Wey
Wey Hep Uh Hole" and a gospel ditty entitled "Ye Sleeping Knights Of Jesus" from
1984. The latter cut included this memorable live introduction: "I'm not mocking
God-just people who believe in Him" (laughter) "myself included I guess" (silence).
Robyn Hitchcock is no intellectual fop or gobbledygook geek. A magical
mystery tour of Robyn's world will verify this. Take for instance the pure poetry of
"One Long Pair Of Eyes": "She falls on you like rain/ When will she fall again?/ Oh
just before the dawn appears .. ./ Isn't it strange?"
It might have been strange to a few in Tuesday night's crowd that Robyn
didn't play any songs from two landmark releases, Element Of Light and Globe Of
Frogs. However Robyn did play several brittle, glistening tunes from his last two
works, spec. "Wax Doll", "Swirling", and "Glass Hotel." Throughout the set Robyn
fluidly plucked and resonantly strummed his guitar, while his vocals circled somewhere in the air and cast mad shadows on the stage backdrop.
Robyn ended his set with two chilling songs in memory of John Lennon,
who died ten years ago to the day: "Steel And Glass" (off Walls And Bridges) and
"Strawberry Fields Forever." Both songs were a gift to his politely respectful and
appreciative audience.
This gift was just a bit more precious than the soiled towel Hitchcock handed ·
an audience member earlier in the set and remarked "Absorbing fluid. What greater
gift or privilege can be given to any of us?"

◄

Robyn Hitchcock at Nightstage.

(Photo: Mr Morss)

Douglas Firs
Cherr'' · · · · · ·
And Dt .· e...
By Phillip Fujawa
Arts Staff Reporter
"Diane ... "
The Twin Peaks Tapes of Agent Cooper
Simon & Schuster Audio

....

David Lynch and Mark Frost are at it again. If watching Twin Peaks on TV
wasn't enough, there was Laura Palmer's secret diary. If that isn't enough now there
is a new audio tape that is a collection of Agent Cooper's notes on his investigation
of Laura Palmer's murder.
performed by Kyle Maclachlan, the actor who plays -Cooper on the television series.
It is essentially a collection of observ.aJions C:ooper has made since Twin Peaks began.
These bits of information are mag~"into a ni.icr<>cassete recorder for dictation by the
never seen Diane.
·· ·· ·
Where The Secret Diary of Laura Palmer did a great deal to reveal things
about her murder that even avid Twin Peaks fans might not know, the new tape says
very little that hasn't been said bef<?re, With few exceptions Cooper's entries have all
been heard previously. The onlyentries that are not from the TV series are about his
plane trip to Twin Peaks. Whil~,:th.~~-are amusing anecdotes, they have little, if_
anything to do with the series. _
·
As a series, Twin PeaksdoeshayepnE?problem. If you haven't followed the
series it is very difficult to jump]~ ang bE?gii1 enjoying the show wit~out sc,me
background. The "Diane~.." tape§ijo aid~~cel,l~l)t j<>b of bringing~ freshy~~w.~r U,P to
date on what has happened up µriplnow. ·
·
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Stuff
Column
By Sean Carroll and Phil Fujawa Jr
Arts Editor and Staff Reporter
There are just a few Brief pieces of stuff to report, today. First and foremost is
the announcement of the Next Big Event on campus, namely the Censorship Debate.
Remember the whole media furor that surrounded 2Live Crew a few weeks back,
when their album was banned in Florida? MUSO, in coordination with WUNH, and
the Debate Society, is sponsoring a debate between the lawyer who prosecuted the
case, Jack Thompson, and Ex Black Flag Leader Henry Rollins. The two will be
duking it out (so to speak) in the Granite State Room at 8 p.m. on November 13th, and
over the freewaves on a WUNH simulcast.
If this in itself isn't enough to interest you, then you should realize that you
have a chance to program this debate by submitting questions for it. If you have
something for Thompson and Rollins to kick around, then write it out and bring it to
Alex Sawyer at the Muso Office in the MUB by a week from today, so that she can pass
it on to the debators. ,
. If the prospect of watching Henry Rollins action won't tide you over 'til mid
November, then here's another idea. The Wildlife Society is sponsoring a special
appearance of UNH grads Savoy Truffle tonight at 8 p.m. in the Strafford Room.
Remember them? A few years ago it seemed like they were playing packed shows just
about every weekend. All you deadheads and general lovers of funky dance music
might want to check this out.
The crowning event of the weekend might just be Saturday's appearance of
Boston band Shy Five. This award winning dance band plays an incredible mix of
Reggae, World Beat, and Ska. For a shamefully meagre fee, you can see this band at
Newmarket's own Stone Church. This cool little club packs quite a wallop this month
in general, in fact, with upcoming shows by great lcx:al bands like Wooden Igloo, and
The Moxie Men. Call 659-6321 for more information, but be aware that most shows are
21+, so bring your ID.
Finally, in the world of rap music few people can claim to have the affect that
Eric B. and Rakim have. The group has returned to the forefront of rap music after a
two year layoff with Let The Rhythm Hit 'Em, what according to many is their strongest
work to date.
Now on tour to promote this latest album, Eric B. and Rakim will be in Boston
on Tuesday, October 16 for an 18+ show at the Channel. The heavy, rhythm driven
show will feature Eric B.'s musical mixes with Rakim's boomin voice and larger that
life personality.

B.ill Monro~:a11d:: t~J:;:B1U~Grass'· Boyswil{b~appearing at .the

:1~rr~i,~itd~!~l~::1!?~~i~t~::~hJ;; ~:r;tht ·
0

►

•1939 is· knownas the Fattier of Bluegrass. For more
\!pf9.:tm?ti9if¢a1J th¢J\1µsi¢ l.laU l,\ox Offi~e ~t 436-Z400.

MUSOSURVEY

HELP!!!!!
Would you go to the following events? Answers go to
MUSO, room 149 in the MUB

•

1) Curtis Sliwa--Co-founded the Guardian Angels. He would speak
and conduct self-defense workshops.
□ YES □ No □DEPENDS

•

2) A multi-media show/lecture on the environment,
problems, and solutions
□ YES □ NO □ DEPENDS

.-

□ YES □ NO □ DEPENDS

3) A hypnotist

4) A presentation about subconcious manipulation
in advertising--with examples, of course
. 0

• •

•

YES ONO O DEPENDS

•

,,..

•
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In appreciation of Sari Grossmen for the Alpha Xi Delta
newsletter; it was a great job. We could not have asked for
a better representation of our house. Also, to the pledges
of Fall 90, Congratulations and welcome to Alpha Xi Delta.
We are all so psyched you're here!

◄

'Betli 9iayes
'Diana Lang
(jerry LaPierre
!Ho{{y Latulippe
Joanne Leng
Stacey Afafay
Lori Pare
'Tracey Pettapiece
Afartlia ~ea
· 'Debbie !Rjzzo
Judi 9{pbicliaud
PamefaSlieran
'Denise S tamufes
JessicaSteplian
~{{y 'Tate
'l(amie 'WaUer

Cassanara Ylsli
Maya 'Bafsama
Jt{isin 'Barber
1(aren 'Bartin
Xs,rry 'Bonner
Veb 'DeAfinico
Catfi.erine :Faliy
Ju{ia :Ferrante
Jen :Fuya
'Venita (jatfa
'Debbie (jawing
9(_,ate (jray
!J{eicfi !Hafind
Jenna Jacobs
9(f,ri Jenes
Lee Yl.nn. 'l(essfer
9(!,m

wamns

Taking The
.. LEAD ••
Open the door
to your future.
- Full time
internship in
your major.
-·Stimulating
seminars and
lectures!

THE

WASHINGTON

rnmR

Far Internships or 2
Week Academic
Seminars

- Gain the
competitive edge.
- Earn 16 credits
towards
graduation.
- Meet friends
from around the
country.

Extended Deadline for Spring 1990

October 26
For more information, contact:

Scott Taggart or Jim Stotz
McConnell Hall, Room 120
862-3309

♦♦

The Washington Center Internship: Don't Graduate Without It!

It's the moment you've been waiting for!
Ticket sales for

ACS

10,0 00

students
er 26 for
Genera l public may
purchase their tix after
Novemb erl .
....

SAFO
Students

NON-SAFO
NON-Students

$10
I

f

t

I

I

'"

f

''

,·

I

)

•

$15
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SENIORS
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For Studio Art
Classes

s
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$7.50/hr

R

s
s

Contact the Arts Department,
PCAC,

E
N
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I
0

862-2190

R
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by Mike Peters

PONfWORR~ ATrltA

r'U, ee-rtr0u our., me
I
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Uke A 71GK,,.

iU6'f Ke6PeA1lN6
LJNTU.. TUe',l,,,

11

NATtJRE ABHORS
AVACUUMmANP
SOPOPOGS,

MISTER BOFFO
by Joe Martin

Tribune Media Services

© 1990, Tribune Media Services

"I'm sorry. All the openings for clock watchers, woolgatherers,
time wasters, and goof-offs have been filled. We do have,
however, several openings for workaholics."

Mfl<UCWORD
HOW TO PLAY: Read the list of words. Look at the puzzle.
You'll find these words in all directions - horizontally, verti•
cally, diagonally, backwards. Draw a circle around each let•
ter of a word found in the puzzle, then strike it off the list.
Circling it will show a letter has been used but will leave It
visible should it also form rart of another word. Find the big
words first. When letters o all listed words are circled, ye>u'II
have the given number of letters left over. They'll spell out
your MAGICWORD.

'
,

WET YOUR WHISTLE (Sol.: 8 letters)
A-Amaretto; B-Bacardi, Beer, Budweiser; CCanada Dry, Cider, Coffee, Coke; D-Dr. Pepper;
E-Eggnog, Evian; G-Gatorade, Gimlet, Grolsch;
I-Iced tea; J-Jolt, Juice; K-Kahlua, Kool-aid; LLight, Lipton; M-Martinson, Michelob, Milk,
Miller; P-Pepsi, Punch; S-Sanka, Schnapps, Seltzer, Seven-up, Shake, Snapple, Soda, Sprite,
Strohs; V-Vodka; W-Water, Wine; Y-Yoo-hoo

This Week's Answer: LEMONADE
© 1990, Tribune Media Services

YBRELLIMIDRACAB
ROREZTLESTELMIG
DLHCNUPEPSIAACA
AEREPPEPRDRKRET
DHBREDICIEENTDO
ACUASHORTSDAITF.
NIDKHWATERASNEA
AMWDAGONGGEDSAD
CMEOKCOKEEFFOCE
NAIVEHCSLORGNSL
J US LI PTONTHGI LP
ULEJKSCHNAPPSBP
IHRNOADIALOOKEA
CANOILPUNEVESEN
E K ME L WT O O HOO Y R S
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•=L I.pt , lai
CLA SSIF IED
FOR AD

Immediate Job Opening Disabled person in search of personal care attendant for weekends
+weeknights Pay $6.25/hr. Job
consists of personal grooming,
houseleaning, meal preparation.
For more information call 8681986. Leave message.
I

Earn $500-$1,500 part-time
stuffing envelopes in your home.
For free information, send a self
addressed, stamped envelope to:
P.O. Box 81953, Dep~. P103, Albuquerque NM 87198.
RAISE A THOU$AND IN
A WEEK. The fundraiser th~t's
working on 1800 campuses. Your
campus group can earn up to
$1,000 in just one week. No investment needed. Be first on your
campus. A FREE gift just for calling. Call now 1-800-765-8472 Ext.
90.
--

------

EASY WORK stuffing envelopes. $5.00 per envelope. Send
SASE to: MOYE 2 Prospect Street
Ext. Lebanon, NH 03666 for information.

INFQ•862-1 323;RM llOB,MUB

PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING FOR ALL REPORTS, THESES, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC., TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, LASER PRINTING.
EXPERIENCED, REASON ABLE,
QUICK-RETURN.JANET BOYLE
659-3578.
Word Processing Services.
Professional and efficient. Nextday return. $1.75 per page. Call
Diane, 942-5881.
TYPING-call Dana at Stoke
614 (5874). 24hourreturn (or less),
Spell check, $1 / page, call anytime.

!! Homecoming T-Shirts !!
It's not too late to order!! Hayden
Sports 38 Main St. 868-2096

1985 Nissan Sentra. 4 door,
automatic, air conditioning, AM/
FM, 71,000 miles. Excellent condition, great mileage and very dependable. Asking$3,000. (207)3845470.

11.IRVICES I

1985 Mazda GSLSE-Loaded
- Only 46,000 miles - sunroof black- red interior - runs like new
- steal it for $5,500 or b.o. Call 8685163.

Experienced Band Looking
for Work Great Party /Dance Music
Influences are everything from
Floyd-Zeppelin-Rush For Info. call
Andy 659-7094

New Baver 2000 Hockey
Skates, size 10, 1989 Autographed
Celtics B-Ball Sneaker, 1951 Boston Red-Sox Baseball autographed. 2 Gretzky Rookie Cards,
Magic/BirJ Rookie Card, Canseco
Rookie Card, Various Sets, Various Sports,Negiotiableprices. Call
659-6069 Leave message.

T-SHIRTS
CHEAPEST
ANYWHERE! THE COLLEGE
WOODS T-SHIRT COMPANY.
FREE ARTWORK! NO SCREEN
CHARGES! BIG SAVINGS FOR
UNH! 659-6175
Excellent preschool program
available right on campus. Send
your child to preschool while you
attend class. Flexible days and
hours. Please call 868-5674.

$2.00 per 20 words

!! Homecoming T-Shirts !!
It's not too late to order!! Hayden
Sports 38 Main St. 868-2096

1988 Nissan p.u., KingCab,
grey, with air, AM/FM cassette.
New tires, clean, no rust, runs
great! 41 k. $7,000.00 (207)384-5775.
For sale: 1978 Toyota Corolla; Engine rebuilt 1983; Runs
great; Excellent gas mileage $500;
742-7096 after 5 PM

1"◄

I

Lost &

Found

:T-Shirts
~~~,A/

l ~ T f ! l ·...

Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH

431-4355

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery

Flexible, on campus childcare. Immediate openings available
for children ages 2 1 /2 - 6 years.
Professional staff in a warm environment. Formoreinformationcall

MotoiCycle-1986 Kawasaki
NINJA - very good condition brand new Dunlop 1<591 racing
tires - Helmet+ manual, call Mike
@ 868-5209 - $1,500 or bo.

Portsmouth - Share 2 BR.
Apt., State St., near bus, porch,
parking, washer, 1st floor, nonsmoker, M/F, $300 + 1 /2 utilities.
427-0901
OCTOBER-JUNE RENTAL
Hampton Beach Three bedroom
house fully furnished. $450.00 /
month plus utilities. 617-246-1413
after 6:00 pm.
HAMPTON BEACH $100
wk. & up for year round & winter
rentals. 1 to 4 bedrooms furnished
and unfurnished. Bird Real Estate
603-926-4395

Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.

Artist on Staff

Happy Birthday,
Adam!

iiiiiii

l'&m

I

Love
- - ~ - You!

It's not too late to order!! Hayden
Sports 38 Main St. 868-2096

1986 1/2 Nissan KingCab
4x4P/U.AC,Stereo,bedliner,cap,
rustproofed, ext warranty. Asking $6,450 or B/O. Call 868-1676.

3 bedroom house ... 2
baths .. .fully applianced ... oil
heat ...garage. Private country setting ...$900.
2/3 bedroom apartment.
Kitchen, Living, Dining. Spacious.
Deck. Yard. $650.
Large duplex ...3 bedrooms.
K, LR, DR. Garage. Gas heat. $750.
Nearly new office. Need
space for organization OR quiet,
pleasant place to write/study? 5
minutes from campus. Call.
Properties
WINONA
Inc ...Realtors ...659-5595 ...Bonnie

r

!! Homecoming T-Shirts !!

1984 Nissan Sentra, 2 dr, 5
spd, good cond., High mileage.
$1,400. 868-1762.

FEMALE ROOM MA TE
FOR FAMILY LIVING - RTE 155
CLOSE TO CAMPUS - TRADE
PARTOFRENTFORHELPWITH
CHILD CARE - $ NEGOTIABLE.
CALL 868-5163

$ REWARD $ Brown billfold wallet w / all my ID' s was lost
Monday (around PCAC/Horton
area I believe). Please return my
wallet - it holds a lot of centimental value (gift from friend). If reBedroom kitchen and bath
turned no ?'s asked & REWARD. with private entrance in
Call 743-3717. Thanx M. LeGault. Portsmouth on COAST busline for
~ mature single student, in exchange
for 20 hours/wk child care. 4316626.

1988 Honda Station Wagon
-5 speed, 4 wheel drive, low mileage, extended warranty, $8,400.
Call 664-5688 After 5 p.m.

Sound Healing - open the
heart to personal and global healing through use of vocal sound
vibrations and crystal energy. Private sessions or join a sound circle
meditation using crystal bowls and
Tibetan bells. In Durham call Persis Ensor- 659-2721.

Forest Park Daycare at 868-5674

•

.

Love, Beth

HOUSING ■
Large room available in
quiet building in Durham. Includes regrigerator and microwave. $850 for semester. Call Judy
868-2192 days.
Magnificent Two Bedroom
Apt. on a farm in Lee 2 1 /2 miles
from UNH $550/month + utilities, security Call 868-1273.

When Philosophy
fails, you can
always turn to
Marine Biology.

Happy Birthday
Peter!
Love, Flip

And the question of the day
is: Does Mike know what love is
all about?
SENIORS! - Don't forget to
sign up outside the Granite (125
MUB) for Senior Portraits. Sign up
dates Oct. 8-19. Pictures will be
taken from Oct. 22-Nov. 9.
Walkons will not be accepted so
SIGN UP!
Zack-It's been a great past
few months. I'm looking forward
to many more hot weekend nights.
I Love You Love Always, Yvonne
There will be a Young Republicans sponsored event
Wednesday October 17th from 46 pm in the Senate room of the
MUB. Former NH Attorney General Steve Merrill will talk about
"Should we legalize drugs in NH?"
All are welcome. Please come!
TRICIA P.-WELCOME TO
CHI OMEGA! Get psyched for a
great friendship! Love Suzanne
Eric K-Do you exist still? I
thought a hallucination of you. Be
alive/ Talk hard.
BUG-No squeezing water
from a rock. I double you Eq.
Really, what's the meaning of
hyper existence?
Jena and Fransisco-Just
what exactly is going on between
you two? Hmmm ... (P.S. we miss
Fransisco's wind foils).
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Bonita Lida-Wipe drool off
the message board or shameful
stories of many men in your office
will be told.
Alex-When you put me on
bar I have an uncontrollable urge
to squeeze your naughty little
mouse.
Jodi Sue Jodi Jodi Sue Jodi
Sue Sue (Schmitty).
MarkP.,MikeM. (?) Who's
who? Just kidding! We'd know
superstud anywhere.
My SEXAHOLIC; Prove to
me that the words & the deed go
hand-in-hand.Haveagood weekend & let's Break our Record when
you get Back. ..6 Love, Snookie.
BRATWURST LET ME
DRIVE OVER THE SPEED
BUMPS! HAPPY BIRTHDAY
RAOUL

ADOPTION Professional
couple, UNH grads wish to adopt
a healthy baby. Legal and confidential. Expenses paid. Call our
attomeyGregcollect,603-772-4500
Stuck in Data General lot?
Frustrated with insufficient shuttle
service? Write a letter of complaint
to: Kari-Van Office, Ham-Smith
Hey Now! Don't procrastinate getting your HomecomingTshirts. Call Elaine at Royal Tees
749-6465 for Fastest Service, Best
Quality, Lowest Prices. Order
early, student specials!
Students for choice: a prochoice organization meets every
Monday night at 7:00 Ham Smith
139. Bake Sales every Monday 9-2
next to the MUB PUB. Come show
your support.
!!SCRUFFENSPLEEFFFESTIVAL OCTOBER 1990!!
Scruffy is the name of the
game, come one, come all to lovely
Nudemarket NH and see it with
your own eyes

HOMECOMING
TSHIRTS, EVENTS, GREEKS,
DORMS, ETC. COLLEGE
WOODS T-SHIRT COMPANY.
GUARANTEED
LOWEST
RATES. BIG UNH SAVINGS! 6596175

Wanted: Intermediate level
guitar player for accoustic jams
call Nate at 659-3867

!!Englehardt Hall welcomes
musicians and audience to their
first ever coffee house!! Oct 12.
Anyone interested in performing
please contact Steve at 862-5005.

To the guy with the Black
Lab (named Ruby?) and the Green
Knapsack who Bikes to school, I
think you're nice, what'~ your
status????

!!-SCRUFFUNSPLEEFFSCRUFFUNSPLEEFF-!!
The tournament beg~ns
Sunday Oct 14th HeyScruffheads,
get ready to spin those kitchen
chair wheels. Let the Games Begin!!
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GRAND OPENING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 10:00 A.M. -6:00 P.M.

OUALUYLEATHER PRODUCTS

* BACKPACKS
** HANDBAGS
** ACCESSORIES
SKIRTS
WALLETS
** TRAVELBAGS
* BRIEFCASES
BOOKBAGS

** HATS
JACKETS
** GLOVES
BELTS

FEATURING OUR O\.v'N LINE OF CASUAL STYLED, MUL TI-C0'1PARTMENT,
LEATHER HANDBAGS.

MARY & DELIA We think

TLC: "TOUCH OF LEATHER COLLECTION"

you're great. Let Frank & I take
you out for a few beers Friday Pete

FREE

DRAWING•
GRAND OPENING DRAWING FOR YOUR CHOICE OF ANY ITEM FROM OUR
SELECTION OF PERSONAL LEATHER GOODS, HANDBAGS AND EXECUTIVE
LEATHEA ACCESSORIES.
must be 18 yrs. or older to participate

Jen Mitchell Congrads!
You're doing awesome! Love,
Michelle (YBS) P.S. Phi Mu Spirit
Never Dies

TL

TL

TOUCH OF LEATHER

478 Central Avenue, Dover, NH
(603) 749-0544

HOURS: MON-THURS. 10AM-6PM, FRI. 10AM-8PM, SAT&SUN. 10AM-4PM

MICHELLE HANLEY HAPPYBIRTHDAY-GetPsyched
for tonight. LOVE Heather & Sue
Who will be the person to be
sawed in half . at Peter the
Magician's MAGIC SHOW?
Thursday, 8:00 p.m.! FREE! Come
along for the MAGIC CARPET
RIDE! Then Guy Anthony hypnotizes his audience in an evening of
laughter and excitement! 9-10:30
p.m.! FREE!

-------------------------------------------------------------------: SPINELLI COMPANIES CINEMAS . """"

:sc:STRAN D 1-2-3
■
■

■
■

20 THIRD STREET DOVER TEL. 749-4123
Sat. &Sun. 12:20,2:00.

Sat. &Sun. 12:10, 1:45.

3:40

3:20

'Walt rmsney 's

'Walt f})isney 's

Jungle Book
G-90min.

Duck Tales

G-90mn.

Eves. 7:30. 9:30 Mat. Sat & &m. 5:20

DARK MAN

MAGIC CARPET RIDE
1990! Don't miss the fun adn excitement! It only comes once!

Eves. 7:30. 9:30; Mat. Sat & sun. 12:30. 2:30

Gremlins II

have you signed up for BED
RACES, T-SHIRT CONSTES,
BANNER CONTEST, AND PARADE FLOAT CONTEST! Registration in the MAIN LOBBY of the
MUB 11-3 p.m.! Last day for registering will be Wednesday at 3 p.m.!
Win Limo Ride for Six! More details at table!

PG-13- llOmin.

Eves 6:50. 9: 10
Mat. Sat & Sun. 4:30

Eves 7: 10. 9:20
Mat. Sat & Sun. 5:00

Pretty
Woman

Die Hard II

GIANT CAMPUS-WIDE
COFFEE HOUSE! Wednesday,
8:00 p.m.! FREE! Entertainment for
the evening! Join the fun!

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY,
PIPEI
You're still younger
than your mother!

You
didn't
teach
me
everything.

"Help I've fallen and I can't get up!!"

Happy Birthday Al!
Love, the Gold's Gym Posse and
the Babes from N6.

It's Homecoming Week!
Coming your way! Midnight
Madness on Sunday! BANNER
CONTEST Tuesday! Winning .
Banner leads parade! MAGIC
CARPET RIDE!
"Naked Gun" at Sigma Phi
Epsilon! Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.!
Campus-wide event! All are invited! No alcohol! ~AGIC CARPET RIDE!

T-SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TSHIRTS! LOWEST RATES! FREE
ARTWORK! NO SCREEN
CHARGES! COCLEGE WOODS
T-SHIRT CO. 659-6175
Happy Anniversary Ad! 5
years and more to come. I love
you! Love Always, Beth
·
Kelly Currier is a Russian,
French, and German speaking
multilingual goddess!

Job Fair at Loon Mountain on
· Wednesday, October 24, 5:00 pm
at the Governor's Lodge.
· Wide variety of full and part-time
:
jobs available.
: Good wages, free skiing and food
·
discounts.
(603) 745-8111

000000000000000

g DID YOU KNOW THAT... g
O
0 '

o

the deadline for completion of 0
0
incomplete coursework from
Spring and Summer 1990 is
0
Friday,October 19, 1990,for

0 undergraduate degree and non0 degree candidates?

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

------------- O_
0
DON'T forget to submit your coursework to
0
your instructor before October 19th.
If you need more time, you may be
0
able to petition for an extension.

See your instructor, advisor, and
College Dean. (Petitions are also
due October 19th'.

~i

0
O
0

oobooooo ooooooo
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.packJo~~:Wt!h~first tjlnethis ~son. They stiU bQast an impressive 6~1 ~9~/J9:9pg~/¥,.W~µ a~ ih_e pc>Jen.! scorlng duo <?f ~t?nior _Dialle

·. . ·. . •. _ :
·-M~IJ.?ughli!f~Il.d. juniotMarf Beth Sydlow~kL . .
.....·-:: Jn~h¢ '<::~Js'x~~t4-llqs~ t<> IItighty UCo~~; M~~ughlin:put in her
t~m'$o.nly scp~.:She·n 9w has.eight goals iri 10 games this season, or two
less than the ¢ntire·men's soccer team has scored in 14 games. And _three

·
of her scores llave been game-winners.
Sydlowsl<i got t}.leassist on Mcloughlin' s score, giving her 6 on the
~so~. With;eight games left in the regular season, this puts the junior
in excellent position to break her own record of assists in a season which
'
··
is 7.
· The field hockey team has also been impressive this year, running
up an 8-2-3 record_.Goalie Stacey Gaudette has been the star of the team,
posting 7 shutouts and a goals-against average of .08. Senior Liz Brickley
has starred on offense, running up 10 goals and an assist to lead the team
in scoring. Brickley has scored 31 goals in her career.----All this Roger Clemons controversy is pretty academic when you
get right down toit. It just gives the fans a chance to divert their attention
from The Facts. The Sox never had a chance. Case closed. Thanks for the
__
.
twelve-pack, Ed . ._:~ Ws O,l"l~tltingto ~d casualty.statistics in the newspaper, when we
can distance ourselves as though we were reading a box score, but it's
another when these numbers translate into individual human lives
··· GaryDillcfo graduated from UNH in 1983. He was a member o/the
UNH lacros~ t~m, and when the squad went 10-3 his senior year, Gary
played in all 13 games and contributed 7 goals and 2 assists. He was also
a member of the 1980 Wildcat football team, as a split end.
After graduation, Gary went into the Marine Corps and became a
helicopter pilot. He was planning to get married. He had the hopes and
dreams of.tl:leJuture that we all have.
This·~~k,Garywas kill~ in a helicopter accident while participating in Operatio~pesertShielq.. He:w'1sn't killed in action.Jt was just an
accident. He_died a hero's death, btjthe still died, and it still doesn't make
sense. Gary .Piµ<m has no more _h opes for the future.
Ithinkl'mgoingtostartpayingmoreattention tothenewsnow,and
l<~pillgJ!i:lds;pHllehw:nan live~ tllat are being lost out there'. And I'm
'i $oingJ<> rem~ffi;E>¢tt.hatt~.e~:Pµfill:¼.rs being talH~ up°~re~_lsokids w_ho

jj~4;~~·&1!~1t::~r;~\it

Women's s~ccer loses
second in a row
Still in running for NCAA bid
.
By Glenn Sabalewskt
Spo~s staff Reporter ,
The UNH women s soccer
team was unable to recover from a
lackluster first half, and fell to
UConn Tuesday aftern~on by a
score of 4-l at ?rackett Field·
The L~d Y Cat~, w ~o entered
th e game tied ~or th ird rn th e New
Engl~ nd rankings, dr~pped to 63-1 wi_th the loss to the fifth-ranked
Huskies.
UConn assumed control early
with two early goals coming just
~3 seco nd s apart. At lS:46 of the
fi~ st half Barbara Chura used some
shck moves to beat two UNH
defe nd e~s on t~e left s~de and
fou nd Bntton ~nco standrng ne~r
the far po~t. Anco beat UNH g~ahe
Molly Kirchner, who had little
chance,_ for th e l-0 lead.
Anco nearly scored the second goal as well, but her shot was
deflected by Kirc~ner. Unfortunately for the WildcatS, Karen
Ferguson was th ere for UConn to
. ,
rap the _rebound home:
T~is 2-goal cushion didn t
result ma lack of effort by U~H,
but the team lacked t~e cohes~on

···· ·.· ·• · ·. ·. •·· . ~~~r~~:~fa;!~:~~~vi::a!r:~

the first half," Coach Marge An- with sophomore Sonya Morse,
derson said.
began creating some scoring
Thanks largely to the intense chances. Christie shot one ball
defensive play of UNH freshman just wide on a direct kick. They
Veronica O'Brien, the score re- didn't score though, and UConn
mained 2-0atthehalf. UNHdidn't regained their composure.
create any dangerous scoring
UConn's Angela Gibbons
chances the entire half.
and Ferguson worked a give and
UNH regrouped and played go around O'Brien, who was left
inspired soccer for most of the alone to defend two players on
second half. At 9:22 the team's top the right side. Gibbons then
two scorers combined on a goal. crossed the ball to Cathleen CamMary Beth Sydlowski dribbled bria standing alone on the edge
down the left side and angled a of the penalty area. Cambria
pass on the ground to Diane scored in the upper corner of the
Mcloughlin running into the near side while Kirchner, who
penalty area. Mcloughlin one- was guarding the opposite post,
touched the ball past UConn goalie tried to recover.
Wendy Logan who charged off
UNH kept trying, but had
her line to nearly block the attempt. no luck. Denise Swenson closed
This goal cut the lead in half out the scoring with 7 seconds
and pumped up the entire UNH left. The shot was put in the upper
team. Players on the bench stood corner of the cage off a feed by
and cheered. UNH took control of Kerry Page for the 4-1 final.
the game for the next several
"We need to get our game
minutes. UConn began to panic back," Anderson said, following
and settled for booming the ball what was the second straight
up the field instead of the good UNH loss. Anderson expressed
passing they had shown all after- confidence her team will do just
noon.
that. UNH travels to New York
UNH Co-captains Paige state to face Stony Brook on SatChristie and Ellen Weinberg, along urday at 11 a.m.
-~x ·· xxxxx:.-..x. :-:. . x :-..xxxxx.:-:.

UNH 1~t~ ANNUAl

1~K HOME~OMINU

~A ROAD RA~E ~A
OCTOBER 20, 1990--START TIME, 9:00 am

SPONSORED BY THE UNH RECREATIONAL
SPORTS DEPARTMENT
➔

T-Shirts to the first 300 runners to register

➔

Door Prizes will also be awarded at the end of the race!
NO DUPLICATE AWARDS WILL BE GIVEN OUT!

➔ Special cash/merchandise prizes will be awarded to

the first three male & female finishers.
➔

First place awards will be presented to the male &
female age group winners in the Open Division.

ENTRY FEES:
$ l Oif received by
October 17, 1990
$12 for race day
entry fees.

rr '1>
·.1.L[brr"1.C· CJlR~).

rt..
1':9

c

INFORMATION/CONTACT: UNH Dept. of Rec. Sports Tel. #862-2031

TIN PALACE
has aT.V. in the
lounge now!
Catch all the sports events
( Playoffs & World Series,
Bruins, Celtics, Patriots)
The TIN PALACE. Main St.
W@

@ffff@rr ~Ilu@Il@
~Ihl@<lltl JPll~~<ll~~

ID@~

1rey nil ~nt!Ihl
)P@~{l©)

tl@J?lP)lllID~~

The TIN PALACE. Main St.
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THIS WEEKEND'S PREDICTIONS
UNH OVER COLGATE
DARTMOUTH OVER YALE
UMASS OVER UCONN
BOSTON COLLEGE OVER ARMY
HARVARD OVER FORDHAM
· HOLY CROSS OVER BROWN
URI OVER MAINE

.,,,

NOTE: Each week that this column misses
more than two predictions, we will donate
$100 to the UNH Athletic fund.

Record to date: 21-3-1

Co-captain Reap
• •
overcomes 1nJury
Returns to action

•

By Chris York
Sports S~ff Reporter
Asaseniorinhigh school, T.J.
Reap never thought he would be
playing Division I-AA football for
the University of New Hampshire.
Now, as a fifth year senior, he's a
co-captain and starting middle
linebacker for the undefeated
Wildcats.
In the small town of Smethport, Pennsylvania Reap grew up
involved in sports. Throughout
high school he played football and
wrestled and looked up to athletes
like Shane Conlan from Penn State.
How did Reap end up at
UNH? "My coach played football
for UNH and sent my films here,"
said Reap. '1 was being recruited
by Bucknell for wrestling and was
invited to visit on the same weekend they [Bucknell] were playing
UNH in football. My coach was
there and at half time he asked me
to come meet the UNH coaches. I
thought he was kidding and [I]
just kept walking."
UNHwasn'tkiddingand they
were interested. "Carl D. Filipe,
his coach, sent us his films," said
UNH defensive coordinator Mark
Matlak. "Coach Estes recruited him ·
and offered him a scholarship to
play football." The rest if history.
Reap came to play for UNH and in
his freshman year had 35 tackles
and a sack. He was a true surprise,
after coming into summer practice
sessions at only 190 lbs.
In Reap's sophomore year he
met with an ~dversary that would
nag him through the rest of his career; injuries. Reap found himself
on the sideline through half of the
'88 season. Healthy last year, Reap
led the team with 33 tackles in four
games, but he was hurt again and
missed the rest of the season. Over

the winter and spring he worked
out and got himself back into
condition. He was finally ready
before this season when he was
involved in a car accident and
received a stress fracture.
"T.J. had doubts about playing at that point, but we felt he
could be a contributor," said coach
Matlak. "If any guy could pull us
together this season it's him."
tiz·
takes it a Jiarvar<f :p4iy¢f
Reap was elected as a co-cap- <JNH'field
tain this year, but was forced to .Brickley·lead& .a ll UNH scorers with 10 goals and one as.sist~ (p~o;to'~y:¥ike Parrihain)_.. .·...

h6c~:;:i~:Jo~t

missAfter
the first
two games
thethree
season.
playing
in theof
last
games Reap already has 13tackles
. "I think playing here at UNH has
been very rewarding for T.J. because he's played above and beyond his potential," said Matlak.
As a team leader Reap has
been a good motivator and example for his teammates. "T.J. is a

Bric~ley

to
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a guy who'll pick you up when

field, instead of getting a drink
and sitting down, he's watching
the game and cheering.
"He's a guy you'd like to
model yourself after," says receiver John Perry. "If you had ·a
down .practice, he's the guy you

~;i;,rr;I~~:~-~;;.=; 11111■111111111
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By Dan Bureau
Sports Staff Reporter
Last weekend the UNH
women'scrosscountryteam faced
the University of Maine in a dual
meet and showed that the Wildcats are getting their act together
and turning in very strong performances.
The Bears defeated New
Hampshire by a 21 -38 margin, but
for the Wildcats, things may be
finally looking up. The young
UNH team was led by Junior
captain Kim Cilley who came in
third overall with time of 19:54.
Christy Lepisto and Sue Hiller also
placed in the top ten and have
both been consistently strong
runners this season. The UNH
team, composed mainly of underclass men, showed that next year's

squadwillbeateamtobereckoned
with.
,
"Everyone is really starting to
improve," said UNH coach Nancy
Krueger. "The team as a whole is
working really well together and
thetimesarestartingtocomedown.
Maine is a major opponent and we
faired well against them."
.
The team is still in the midst of
it's regular season and this weekend they will host URI, U Mass, and
UVM in a quad meet. Krueger is
very optimistic, "We should be
closer to URI. We may surprise
them: All three of the teams are
really good. We'll do the best we
canand willhavetoconcentrateon
team strength and better times."

•
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Kullen Steps Down_
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Staff Reporter

UNH men's hockey coach,
Bob Kullen, has stepped down
temporarily while recovering from
a three week hospital stay. Associate head coach Dick Umile will
assume head coaching duties on
an interim basis.
Kullen, who received a heart
transplant in August of 1987, had
to have his medication adjusted
due to "severe pain in hands and
feet and fainting spells". Kullen
returned last weekend from his
stay at Pittsburgh's Presbyterian
Hospital, the site of his transplant.
"It was a long three weeks,"
said Kullen. 'They did numerous
tests and procedures to adjust my
medication so the pain in my feet
and hands is at least tolerable. They
were able to put me on a treadmill
so there will be no more fainting
spells."
Kullen couldn't set date for
his return, but said it will be "some
weeks." "I'm not going to come
back until I'm fully 100 percent,"
he said.
Currently Kullen is acting as
an off-ice advisor to Umile, who is
a 1972 UNH graduate and former
Wildcat captain.
"I think because of the way
Coach Kullen addressed the play- UNH men's hockey Coach Bob Kullen (file photo)
ers and the way we work closely _ _ _ _ _ _ _;;.__ _ _ _ _ _

..:____,!~~-------

together, it's not going to be a
major change," said Umile, who
has been on the 1JNH bench since
Kullen'sretumfromthetransplant
for the 1988-89 season.
Kullen agreed. "It's the reason why I really wanted him to
join the staff. With my health situation, you need someone capable
of running the show. I feel comfortable and confident he'll do a
great job," he said.
'1n the st we'd sit down

..

personnel." said Umile. "We will
continue to do that." Kullen still
attends practice to\vatch from a
distance. He said he will attend
home games and as his health
dictates, possibly away games.
Umile is anxious for Kullen's
return and at the same time excited for the season. He emphasized the importance of student
support. "If we have the kind of
support we did at BC last year, if

students can come out with those
numbers, we can promise it will
be an exciting year," said Umile,
referring to the nea'r upset of the
Eagles in the Hockey East semifinal. UNH fans invaded Chestnut Hill and out-numbered and
out-shouted the BC fans.
UNH will face Plattsburgh
State at Snively Arena in an exhibition game as part of Homecoming Weekend on Saturday, October 20, at 7 PM.
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